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ABSTRACT
The field of line-vidth photometry has been surveyed with 
respect to pertinent literature and to gaps in knowledge and 
technique* The nature and varieties of line-wldth photometry have 
been elearly and newly defined* Basle data on line-vidth performance 
of speetroseopie emulsions bare bees gathered and reported* Specific 
oralsiens for line-wldth photometry have been recommended* The 
independence of line-width photometry from variations In emulsion 
response due to processing has been explained*
The absolute and relative theoretical and experimental 
precisions of llne-4fidth and densi tome trie photometry have been 
evaluated and compared with equations and data derived and obtained 
in this study* Quantitative speetrochemical analysis Is concerned 
with the estimation of concentration of one or acre elements In a 
sample* Here, densitometry has been shown to be characterised by 
inability to cover more than a range of two or three in concentration 
and by relative error which increases exponentially with concentration* 
In contrast, line-wldth photometry has been shown In calculations to 
be capable of exceptionally vide ranges of concentration and to 
display relative error which decreases with increasing concentration*
vii
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Spectrechenleal analysis has since 1930 so expanded la 
application that mew suoh equipment is found in nearly all Industrial 
laboratories* Qualitatively, the method is fast, simple, explicit, 
aad often unique; quantitatively, aside from photoelectric 
installations, it lacks concentration range and is not precise at 
high percentages*
Much developmental work has been aimed at Increasing the 
precision of photographic speetroehemical analysis while still 
retaining its speed* The main sources of error in the present 
method have been found to be reproducibility of sample excitation 
and the various aspects of photometry*
Measurement of attenuation of light passing directly through 
the developed photographic emulsion is known as specular densito­
metry* This method is now universally used for photometry in photo­
graphic speotrochemlcal analysis; the method demands extreme care 
and reproducibility in the processing of emulsions* Many papers 
have been written which point out the serious errors resulting from 
slight lapses in exact reproducibility in emulsion processing*
The spreading of the photographic image with increasing exposure 
has been studied at length by astronomers; the phenomenon applied to
1
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spectrochemleal analysis has been reported in less than ten papers® 
Jet the precision of results based cm line-width photometry 
eons latently equals or surpasses that of specular densitometry, and 
the range of concentrations to which line-width photometry can be 
applied appears to be exceptionally wide* Of equal interest is the 
apparent Independence of the method from plate-to-plate variations 
in careful emulsion processing*
The study presented here la both general and specific in purpose* 
Knowledge pertinent to the subject has been gathered and grouped into 
a coherent review of the various aspects of the problem* An attempt 
has been made to supply requisite information on those parts of the 
subject which have been insufficiently treated in the literature*
The various line-width methods have been treated In detail and 
compared with specular densitometry by expressions developed in this 
paper and evaluated with both new and published experimental data* 
Radical improvements in the speed and precision of the experimental 
approaches to the use of line-width methods have been described*
The literature of photography, astronomy, and spectroscopy is 
vast, and if the line-width technique has not heretofore been given 
its due attention, at least the basic facts are well known and 
available* As far as possible, material relevant to line-width 
photometry has been brought together here in an organised fashion*
The conclusions in the literature regarding the nature, history, and 
mathematical description of the spread of the photographic image have 
been presented* The intention has been to give separate consideration 
to each of the variables affecting this spread* the wavelength and
3
Incident angle of the illumination? the silver halide grain sis© 
and sise-frequency distribution? the physical and chemical properties 
of the gelatin of the photographic emulsion? and the phase® of 
emulsion processing*
the methods of studying and measuring image spread and line-width 
hare been reviewed* A technique having good precision and a speed 
and flexibility matching that of densitometry has been presented for 
the measurement of line-width* A critical appraisal of a commercial 
Instrument applicable to line-width measurement has been made* The 
new technique of line-width measurement* used here for the first 
time in the measurement of small distances* was applied in gathering 
the experimental data for the appraisal of the instrument*
Line-width photometry not only will supplement densitometrie 
photometry* but for vide application should partially displace this 
competitive and presently entrenched technique* Densitometry has
*
been surveyed and expressions clearly defining its attainable 
precision have been developed to make possible an evaluation of 
pertinent work in the literature and to permit a theoretical 
comparison of densi tome trie and line-width photometry*
Expressions relating the operational constants of densitometrie 
sad line-width analysis have been developed and evaluated on the 
basis of data acquired for this purpose* In this particular part 
of the study* the results have been compared with previously reported 
work which incorporated both photometric techniques*
Finally, the directions in which line-width photometry can and 
should advance have been indicated*
4
The nature of this study hss involved presentation of material 
from the literature as well as original work* For maximum oohorenoo 
in treatment of the subject* ’die paper has not been divided into 
two partsi one new and one old* Instead* the subject has been left 
intact? for the convenience of the reader* however* the original 





HISTORY AND REFERENCE WORKS
Exploratory work in line-width photographic photometry has bora 
reported in only throo papers (9, U, 12) , and only five papers {9* 
20, 22, 51, 52) brae contained applications of the method to speetro- 
chralcal analysis, although several references (1, 31, 49) have con­
tained favorable remarks concerning the line-vidth approach,,
No one of the original investigators (9, 22, 3?) gave evidence 
of having consulted the literature, nor did they seem more than 
cursorily aware that a great deal of relevant work had been done by 
astronomers and by researchers in photography. Indeed, the effect 
has once been rediscovered (11) In an astronomical laboratory* 
m  135?, Bend (6) first suggested using the imago-spread 
principle for the measurement of stellar magnitude. The photographic 
emulsion is a versatile and potentially precise means of photometry, 
and its properties have been extensively studied by many workers, 
among idiom can be cited Msec (44, 45), fkrkhurst (54), Stetson (32), 
Tugaaan (37), and especially Ross (61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 63, 69, 
70)« Many of the results of these investigations were combined in 
Mees* "Tbr Theory of the Photographic Process" (46), Chap* XXI, "The 
Physics of the Developed Imagef" this work was preceded by Ross*
"The ffcysles of the Developed Photographic Image" (71)* Neblette*« 
"Photography, Its Materials and Processes" (43) is another modern
5
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reference work containing less detail that is pertinent to this 
study* Finally, "Fundamentals of Photographic Theory," (37) by James 
and Higgles is the most recent book of its type issuing from the 
laboratories of the Kastman Kodak Company and contains much relevant 
material, including a good chapter titled, "The Structure of the 
Developed fhetegraphie Image*"
UNHWrfXDTH m a m m x
The phsnemsset} involved in line-width photometry permits use of 
the turn, "Image-spread* photometry* Line-width speetroehaadcal 
analysis is sot based photeaetrically on the "physical widths*1 of 
lines, that is, the wavelength spread of the wavelengths of light 
emitted from the sample* This was pointed out by the original in­
vestigators (9* 22, 27); it is also eleay from descriptions of 
physical widths in suoh hooks as Tolansky, "High Resolution Spectro­
scopy" ($5)| White, "Introduction to Atomic Spectra" (93); and 
Candler, "Modern Xnterferometry* (8)* Ihysical widths are far tee 
small (ea* 0*005 A) to account for the Image width observed on the 
phetegraphie emulsion* The presence on spectrograms of apeetregraphie 
lines of different widths Is explained not only by Image-spread but 
also by insufficient resolution* In series spectra, for example, 
what are known as "diffuse lines" are groups of two or more unre­
solved lines, each Individual line having the same narrow physical 
width which has been indicated* Line-width photometry Is based m  
the diffusion of light in the photographic emulsion! the diffusion 
causes spreading of the image beyond the corresponding geometrical 
borders of the defining object, the slit of the spectrograph*
7
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James tad Higgins (37) have made the wimble distinction between 
what they refer to aa "optical turbidity" and "photographic turbidity** 
A high proportion of the light falling on a part of an emulsion may be 
deflected from it* original direction by the high optical turbidity of 
the emulsion? but if this effect doe* not for one or another reason 
result in a diffuse image, the emulsion is not said to exhibit high 
photographic turbidity® The net effect* the photographic turbidity* 
is the turbidity which is measured* However* photographic turbidity 
eannot occur unless optioal turbidity is present*
the various methods of line-width photometry have been discussed 
in detail in the section* types <jf Idae-Width Analysis* but for pur­
poses of immediate orientation* the terms "matrix* * "constituent," 
"measured line*" and "indicator" or "indicator line" have been 
defined below*
*
In this paper* "matrix" and "constituent" have referred* 
respectively* to the substance making up most of a sample* as, 
aluminum in an aluminum alloy, and to seme element appearing in 
waller concentration, as, iron in an aluminum alloy*
The "photometric width" (27) is the width of a line, the 
"measured lime," at a certain density indicated by the density at 
the center of another line, the "indicator" or "indicator line*"
These terms have been Illustrated In Fig* 1* The terms "matrix 
width" and "constituent width" have been used here to describe the 
two variations of the photometric width technique! these terms have 


















CURVES REPRESENT MICROPHOTOMETER RECORDINGS 

























































of * natrix lino at a density indicated by the density of a con­
stituent lime? constituent width, the width of a constituent line 
at a density Indicated b y a Matrix line*
The terms "baa# .line-width" and "spreading factor" have been 
illustrated in Fig* 4* In this work, base line-width has meant the 
width, at 87,5^ transmittance, of the less dense of two lines which 
are related by the step-sec ter used In making the exposure* Spreading 
faster, calculated from equation {5}, expresses the change in line- 
width resulting from a change in exposure*
"Sharpness index" is a term fro® photography which expresses 
density gradient parallel to the emulsion surface at the side of an 
image* in this paper* sharpness index has indicated the sharpness 
of the sides of spectral line images* Sharpness index has been 
illustrated in Fig* % » *
Mature g£ thft Phenomenon
e
B y scratching as emulsion with sandpaper, developing the emulsion 
and taking photomicrographs of the scratch pressure-imagea, Goldberg 
(2d) showed that the spread of the image in the emulsion is not an 
effect caused by transmission of sensitisation of the silver grains 
before or during development* Although Mean (4-6) concluded that 
infectious development exists, he was simultaneously in context re­
stricting the meaning of the term "infectious development" to the total 
development of an only partially exposed "clump*" The regular 
spreading of an image into neighboring unexposed areas in the precise 









BASE LINE WIDTH = xT 
SPREADING FACTOR = (y1 - x^/log (Ea/Ef) = b
CURVES ARE REPRESENTATIONS OF MICROPHOTOMETER TRACINGS OF 
TWO SEGMENTS OF A SPECTRAL LINE IMAGE. THE SPECTRAL LINE 
PASSED THROUGH A STEP SECTOR HAVING A STEP RATIO (E2/E1).
I
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SHARPNESS INDEX = S = D/X, WHERE X IS GIVEN IN MICRONS.
STRAIGHT LINE SHOWN DRAWN ON MICROPHOTOMETER TRACING 
REPRESENTATION IS DRAWN TANGENTIAL TO INFLECTION POINT,
D = log (l/TRANSMITTANCE)
I
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not attributable to the development process* the spread of an imago 
within a photographic emulsion la purely an optical effect* caused 
by spreading of light within the emulsion; the spread is not to be 
attributed to interaction of the silver or silver halide grains* or 
to the action of developing agents*
Ifruiluminous surfaces have been used to indicate dlagrammatieally 
the diffusion of light within the emulsion* Boss (63* 63) drew such 
surfaces, but Mess (46) criticised both his assumptions and his 
conclusions* The main conclusions to be drawn from the concept and 
study of eqilumineue surfaces is that they axe substantially normal, 
to the emulsion-air interface, at the interface* Photomicrographs 
presented by Boss (65) and Mees (46) confirmed this, shoving no 
tendency for the image edge to be wedge-shaped in cross section or 
to taper toward the top or the bottom of the emulsion*
Description
Many attempts have been made to express the diameter jg of an 
image as a function of the exposure g producing the Image? Boss (65) 
and Mees (46) have summarised these* Mees (44) did experimental work 
on the subject* Although Boas showed that a modification of the 
Greenwich formula,
flT m  8 ♦ b log E, (1)
where s is the geometrical size of the optical Image and & is the 
spreading faetor, to
/v ♦ "h » s ♦ b log £, (2)
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where fe is a constant, would fit experimental data to complete
satisfaction, M m  (8) and Wildt (39) found
v * s + b log E, (3)
proposed earlier by Sehelner (76), to hold* Mees (46) has 
emphasised repeatedly that exposure at a given intensity cannot be 
expected to produce a photographic effect that varies linearly with 
tine* this non-equivalence of intensity and time In defining ex­
posure Is known as reciprocity failure* Many of the results of the 
astronomers who did not assume reciprocity failure are thus vitiated, 
though the demonstrated reproducibility is notable*
S££t
the enotmeus concentration range of the line-width method Is 
m e  of its strongest points* Both Boss (65) and Mees (44) found 
factors of 500 in exposure range te be deseribable by this approach?
Goldberg (28), a range of 10$* Eastaond and William* (20) estimated
the analytical concentration range te be at least 1000*
Che of the methods of line-width photometry, the matrix width 
method, has no more range than densitometry, l*e*, a two-fold or 
three-fold concentration range* faking the width of a reference line 
at that density Indicated by the peak of a constituent line is usable 
only so long as the constituent line density changes with exposure, 
l*e*, is on or near the linear part of the characteristic D-log E 
curve (46) of the emulsion*
1?
Because line-vidth always Increase with exposure, both the 
constituent width method and the method of merely taking differences 
in Xine-vidths hare practically unlimited range, but only the former 
incorporates the photometric width principle* Only the constituent 
width method is capable of yielding results of maximum precision, as 




the methods used to study image spread have not been numerous* 
Hie demonstration by Goldberg (28} that image spread is purely an 
optical effect has been mentioned* One experimental approach was to 
lay a sharp edge, such as a knife edge, or a circular hole in a 
metal plate (28), directly on the emulsion, and then to Illuminate 
the emulsion with a point source* Another was to focus such a well- 
defined object as a slit er hole on the emulsion (44* 46, 64, 65, 73, 
95) • In each of the latter two techniques, Illumination of the 
object was net diffuse, an important points diffuse light spreads 
twice as much on entering a turbid medium as it does farther down 
within the medium, where it increasingly resembles focused light 
because the diffuse light forms an Increasingly sharp cone as it 
proceeds down through the medium (17)*
Some emulsions (18) are coated with fluorescent layers so that 
far ultraviolet light, Instead of being absorbed by the gelatin to
IB
to bo effect* causes fluorescence In the coating* The light of a 
lln® image causes an approach to diffuse light at the emulsion 
surface* light from the fluorescent layer being given off in all 
direction® rather than just in the direction of th® incident beam* 
th® effect tend® to porodue® higher spreading than would radiation 
fro® th® allt of th® spectrograph of equal intensity and wavelength 
distribution* Experimental results with such emulsion eoatings 
have been described in the following section*
*
This Study - Normal Procedures
In order to obtain basic data for comparison of behavior of 
different emulsions and for substitution into expressions derived 
and used later in this paper* several speetrogyaphle emulsions were 
exposed and processed under normal spectrographic conditions* subject 
to the reservation that background was kept from exceeding the 
threshold of the emulsions * In this way* the variables of back­
ground and fog were kept from influencing the results*
Baulsions were exposed in a Jarrell-Ash Wadsworth-mounting 
grating spectrograph* in which the light is normally incident ea 
the emulsion* and in a Bausch and Lamb large Lit trow prism spectre-* 
graph* in which the light has approximately a 70° angle of incidence 
on the emulsion*
All exposures were made with low-current arc excitation of 
opposing metal electrodes of monei and steel with the grating 
spectrograph* and copper* brass* and iron with the prism spectrograph* 
The electrode images were focused on stops* for unlfom excitation
19
and suppression of background* In both spectrographs, the slit 
width used was 0*01 millimeters* Exposures were made through step 
see tors* with step ratios of 2*0 with the grating spectrograph, and 
1*5 with the priest* All exposures were longer than fifteen seconds, 
so as to avoid reciprocity failure} exposure level was kept down, 
to desired talus by one ©r more layers of lens paper placed in the 
light path away from fecal points*
All emulsions ware processed In the usual fashion* Full-strength 
developer was used at 6C° F* for five minutes* Hates exposed In the 
prism instrument were developed by hand-roekiag in Kodak IKH 
developer} in the grating instrument, by machine-rocking in Kodak 
D-19 developer* All plates ware placed after development in acetic 
acid step baths containing potassium chrome alum, after which they* 
were fixed, washed and dried In still, unheated air*
A Leeds A d  Korthrup Knorr-Albers Recording Mierophotometer was 
used to make tracings from spectrograms« This instrument has been 
described in some detail under Bgagmgsnfe o£ MataWAfet 1*1» 
this paper* Data was acquired principally from the speetrographlcally 
useful region around' 2800 A* No graftt or sudden change of emulsion 
properties with wavelength was noticed in less extended studies on 
certain emulsions* A general increase in spreading and decrease la 
sharpness can be expected with longer wavelengths (see the section, 
Controlled Variables) * but net enough to specify or rule out any 
given wavelength region for line-vidth photometry*
Per each emulsion, density contours of fifteen to thirty lines 
were recorded, with a pair of contours for the lower and higher
20
Intensity levels of eaeh sectored line* From the contours* the 
widths In microns of eaeh line at edge percent transmittance 
definitions of 12.5, 37.5, 62.5, and 87.5 were calculated. Front 
these widths, the spreading factor, §» from equation (3), was 
calculated for eaeh transmittance level mentioned. Thus, for each 
line, up to four spreading factors were calculated; these were 
related to the line-vidth at 87. 5£ transmittance of the lighter 
half of eaeh sectored line, this line-width being called the base 
line-width. Hots of spreading factor against base llne-width 
represent predictions of behavior on increase of exposure of a line.
Me particular selection of given lines was made for these 
studies; the effort was Instead directed toward recording a wide 
variety of exposure levels of single resolved: lines. Resolved 
H u m  were desirable so that each line used In a given study should 
represent a source of uniform brightness; without this condition, 
the data were quite unrelated. Such lines could be chosen crudely, 
simply by inspection of the spectrograms. The density contour m  
the recording was a more sensitive means of detecting and rejecting 
unresolved lines. Nevertheless, some unresolved lines always eluded 
both these preliminary screens, and were detected only In plots of 
sharpness index versus line-width, where they were usually clearly 
detectable as not of the group of resolved lines. The unresolved 
lines have much lower sharpness indices; this was the basis for the 
tom ’•diffuse" in early spectroscopic investigations of series 
spectra. Unresolved lines detected by their low sharpness indices 
were sot used for studies either of sharpnese Index or of spreading
21
factor*
A plot of spreading factor Tarsus line-width often displayed 
rather scattered points* An example of rather worse than typical 
scattering of points has been presented in Fig* 6, and an example 
of negligible scattering in Fig* 7* Scattering of points was 
apparently a function of the emulsion rather than of the method of 
measurement* Certain emulsions - 3 k X, Lantern Slide, I-L, and 
103-0-0V - gave particularly bad scattering, whereas others *
SA 2 and IIa-0 - gave rery little* No obvious correlation between 
an emulsion property and scattering of data presented itself*
Jja general, spreading factors vers found to Increase with 
exposure and with transmittance definition of line edge* These 
characteristics are evident In Figs* & through 16, in each of which 
spreading factor has been plotted against base line-wldth for each 
of the four selected definitions of line edge* Numerical data from 
which these curves were plotted have been presented in Appendix X*
The constancy of spreading factor which Indicates actual con- 
foraity to the Schelner formula (equation (3)5 (44* 76, 95) is evi­
dent in Figs* 12 and 15, for exposures in the prism spectrograph of 
emulsions SA 1 and Lantern Slide, respectively* However, the 31 1 
emulsion exhibited quite different behavior when exposed in the 
grating spectrograph, as has been shown in Fig* 11* The reason for 
this difference, apparently only a function of angle of incidence of 
the light, is not clear, particularly since the line contours from 
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Most curves ef spreading faster versus base line-vidth have a 
minimum beyond which the spreading factor has increased with further 
exposure* the photographic line-iaagee seem to grow rapidly with 
increase in exposure until a certain widths characteristic o£ the 
emulsion* has been attained? the spreading factor becomes lower and
ilower as this width Is approached, but then becomes larger with 
farther exposure* The width for minimum spreading factor is alee 
the width for maximum sharpness index, but dees net correspond to 
the silt width* for the emulsion, Si 2, described In Figs* 13 and 
22, the width far minimum spreading factor and maximum sharpness 
Index has been found to be about 280 microns, or over twenty times 
the slit width* This Increase of photographic image dimensions - 
the dimensions for optimal image definition or contrast - over the 
dimensions of the optical image has sot been a result of an out-of- 
focus condition in the spectrograph, since other emulsions show 
sack smaller characteristic widths for the same slit width in the 
same spectrograph*
The fluoreseent-surfaee ultraviolet~sex&sttimed emulsion 
(103-O-4TV) displayed the greater spreading predicted for It la the 
section, Controlled Variables (Figs* 16 and 25} * The shape of the 
curves for spreading factor for this emulsion was about the same as 
for the other emulsions, but the base line-wldth and spreading 
factor values were so much greater that contracted ordinates were 
required*
The precision of the matrix width method (equations (£&) and 
(4B)) is inversely proportional to 3, the sharpness index, or ©hangs
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la density per micron travel across the edge of the line* From the 
same charts recorded for the study of spreading factor, measurements 
vere made for the change of sharpness index with exposure* this 
variation for the various emulsions has been given in Figs* 17 
through 25*
Although the very high attainable contrast of emulsion IV-0 
is accompanied by unusually low spreading factor and narrow lines, 
a high sharpness index does not necessarily imply low spreading 
factor. A sumnary has been given in Table I of the maxima and 
approximate lover limits of sharpness index and of the optimum 
values and minima of spreading factor for eighteen Figures, along 
with the base line-vidths at which these values occurred. The 
difference of SA 1 behavior under prism and grating illumination 
possibly indicates similar behavior by all emulsions, except for 
those which are ultraviolet-sensitised. In general, prism 
Illumination seems to cause higher spreading factor and lower sharp­
ness Index than grating (normally incident) illumination. The main 
point of the figures of sharpness Index versus line-width is that the 
operator, in using the matrix width method, should choose a large 
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TABLE X 
THE EXTREME VALUES OF
spreading factcrs and sharpness indices
AT ABOUT 2800 A
fiaulsion Spsctre-grepli Opt# M ji* Mix* ***
£&£*
IXn-0 Grating 8 300(140) 25(75) 17 5*6(75) 1.5
TF-0 Grating 9 165(90) 30(60) 18 12.5(60) 3.5
ni-o Grating 10 275(110) 20(40) 19 6.4(50) 1.7
SA 1 Grating 11 590(230) 30(40) 20 7.0(58) 1.0
SA 1 Prism 12 180(26) 95 21 2.9(120) 2.2
SA 2 Prism 13 390(380) 75(300) 22 1.3(280) 0.8
I-L Frisa U 465(260) 120(75) 23 1.5(130) 0.8
LanternSlide Prism 15 165(260) 90(18) 24 3.2(120) 1.2
103-O-U7 Prism 16 2160(700) 70(150) 25 2.2(160) 0.2
* Figures for spreading factor hare been given In microns*
** Figures for sharpness index have been given in
density units X iO*/nicron»•** Approximate lover limit*
(a) * Corresponding value of base line-vidth*
(b) ® Corresponding value of line-width*
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Variables Qthey Than Mensuration
Controlled variables
Identical pLate-to-plate processing, reproduction of a given 
gamma, or tracking small shifts in gamma are, to a first 
approximation, not requirements of line-width photometry which 
iaoorporatoa th# photometric width principle (aquations (10), (15))• 
Calibration fsaC li»s-width photometry la merely the recording g£ 
observed line-width bqhavior g£ & ££l 2f whloh have been
is. £2£ & tizs& sbsIzsM *
Nevertheless, certain considerations such as reciprocity 
failure (46) have remained of general importance for such non- 
analytie aspects of line-width photometry as study of emulsion 
behavior and mapping emulsion response versus wavelength* 1 short 
review of the more important of the controllable variables has been 
presented in this section*
As early as 1911, Ferkhurst (54) wrote on wprecautions in 
ibotographie ffeotemetry** Recently, Meea (46) has re-emphasised 
the existence of many and elusive variables in photographic photo­
metry* Two excellent papers by Harrison (29, 30) contained the 
advice that calibration of an emulsion should be conducted as much 
as possible under the conditions of use, and if possible concurrent 
with the study for which the calibration is made* The application 
of this advice to llne-vldth (or to densltometric) photometry is that 
in evaluating an emulsion for spectrochemieal analysis, a spectrograph 
should be used for Illuminating the emulsion? and in using the
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emulsion la spectroehemieal analysis, control samples should be 
provided for analysis along with unknowns.
Mess (46) has described the history and nature of reciprocity 
failure, which states that an emulsion does not respond according to
B « it, (4)
where £ is exposure; J, light intensity? and J, time of exposure. 
Neither is the Schwarsschild constant p, in
X » It?, (5)
actually constant* Finally, the intsrmittenoy effect, which states 
that
B (continuous) * E (intermittent), (6)
is actually a form of reciprocity failure (91)» Because of these 
phenomena, Harrison (29) cautioned against the use of the rotating 
step sector la speetrographic photometry* Subsequent work shoved 
that a rotating step sector can be used safely if It rotates fast 
enough (for a given exposure time)} Feldman (25) recommended 600 rpe 
or faster with exposure time the same as that used to analyse samples 
(50*120 seconds, usually). The speed, used is Inversely related to 
exposure time (IB).
With a metallised filter, two related light intensities can be 
obtained from a given source at the same time, and exposures can be 
QO&lnter&dttent, as has been advocated (IB). Since the densities of 
steps of such filters are specified only to two significant figures
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and for a specified wavelength, their relative precision is about 
four percent at that wavelength, far higher than the theoretical 
precision of photographic photometry, and four times higher than the 
(poor) experimental precision currently attained with dansitemetrle 
photometry*
Although the procedure permits nonintermittent exposures, the 
ua m  of two lines of an element which presumably have a permanent 
intensity relationship regardless of excitation has not been given 
unqualified support (25, 29)*
the light souree used in studies of emulsions should be ©on- 
vaale&t in availability and operation; it should be stable and 
contain some area ef uniform emissivity so that some finite part of 
the silt can be uniformly illuminated* Feldman (25) has recommended 
a simple iron arc run in a draft-free room* A generator rather than 
a rectifier should supply the current (about 0*7 amperes) for the 
are if a rotating sector is to be used* Another convenient source 
ef light is a controlled iron spark} petes should be taken to insure 
that the spark and the sector are not in synchronism*
If light intensity differences are obtained by means ef a step 
sector or metallised filter, then the Illumination of the sector or 
filter must be uniform along the length of the slit} Feldman (25) 
has given dear and detailed directions for this*
Even though little doubt may exist regarding the relationship 
ef exposwres^being used:; in-calibration or emulsion study, the emulsion 
being exposed may not be uniform* This possibility has been con­
sidered later*
4$
The photographic emulsion does not reset uniformly to light of 
differing wavelengths* This fact has been recognised for many years 
and has been described at some length by Mees (4$) and ifa&Lette (4&)# 
the wavelength differences of emulsion reaction are functions of 
several variables, among which are the silver halide grain slae, 
the emulsion thickness, the gelatin Itself, the opacity of the 
emulsion as altered by additions such as yellow dye, and the 
turbidity of the emulsion#
geblette (4®) has noted that gelatin strongly absorbs wavelengths 
bedew 2500 A| such absorption would diminish Image spread as well as 
emulsion gemma (gamma is the change la photographic density with 
change in log ef exposure)* Ross (62) remarked that the Immediate 
scattering ef shorter (blue) wavelengths on entering the emulsion 
tended to restrict the Image to the emulsion surface.
The results ef Wlldt (95), reprinted by Hess (46), demonstrated1 
very clearly the Increase In spreading factor with Increase in 
wavelength, for a given emulsion# Curves were presented by Ross (62) 
showing the relative changes in spreading factor with wavelengths of 
visible light; in general, the rate of spreading was shown to Increase 
with wavelength# Ross (63) drew curves which showed the theoretical 
(increasing) intensity ef light at the edge of an image with 
(increasing) wavelength# Prints of knife edge exposed to varying 
wavelengths were In this article, showing the decrease of sharpness 
with longer wavelengths # Tugraan (6?) considered the dependence of 
resolving power on wavelength; the greater penetration of longer 
wavelengths Into the emulsion was noted# Sandvlk and Silheratein (74)
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concluded that these results vara la agreement with those of other 
investigators*
Another factor In the variable response of emulsion# to light 
of different wavelengths is the yellow dye incorporated into some 
speetroseopie emulsions for the purpose of increasing the opacity of 
the emulsion to blue and ultraviolet light; the dye Is not so 
effective with yellow or red light* f o r the shorter wavelengths with 
which the dye Is effective, the dye increases emulsion opacity and 
thereby decreases image spread, also tending to restrict the image to 
the surface of the emulsion (43). hoes (65) studied the effect of 
thie dye is restricting image spread under exposure to white light} 
the dye cut the spread by a factor ef about two*
Hses (46) has indicated the wavelength-sensitive effects in 
light diffusion to be diffraction and Rayleigh scattering, both of 
which Increase with decreasing wavelength. (Rayleigh scattering is 
proportional to the fourth power ef the frequency of the light being 
scattered when the scattering particles are small relative to the 
wavelength ef light being scattered.) The increase in absorption with 
shorter wavelengths Is therefore directly opposed to these two effects.
The coating of emulsions (13) with fluorescent ultraviolet- 
sensitising layers has been mentioned. Rot only does the layer emit 
light in all directions, thus Increasing Image spread, but the Image 
spread is further increased by the fact that the light emitted by the 
coating is visible and so more effective In causing spread than the 
incident ultraviolet light. The values in Table X for the coated emul­
sion, IO3-0-W, bear out these statements. Because the radiation
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emitted from the coating tend# to bo more effective than the Incident 
radiation, coated plates should show a high spreading factor quite or 
almost independent of wavelength* Fig* 16 has confirmed the pre- 
diction of high spreading factor for coated plates, and the well- 
known constancy of gamma for various wavelengths Is evidence of the 
independence of response of coated plates from the wavelength of the 
Incident light*
2a suanaxy, the overall conclusion with regard to the value of 
spreading factor as a function of the wavelength of light is that the 
value is higher with longer wavelengths, especially above 5000 A* 
Fluorescent coatings on emulsions tend to render emulsions independent 
of wavelength, except as the coating Itself Is dependent on wavelength*
Different «aloions offer different slsee and slse-frequemey 
distribution of silver halide crystals? Moos (46) has pointed out 
how the diffusion of light within the: emulsion is affected by grain 
else* Diffusion is presumed to occur primarily because of the 
presence in the emulsion ef the silver halide crystals, the smaller 
ones favoring diffraction and Rayleigh scattering, the larger, 
reflection and refraction*
Samlslon sensitivity is a function of grain dee? a more 
sensitive grain just outside an Image may be rendered developable by 
the diffuse Irradiation, and so increase Image spread* Sllhersteln 
(81) studied the relationship between grain sensitivity and sloes; 
although the sensitivity per unit area of a silver bromide grain 
decreases with increase in slsso, the total sensitivity of a grain 
increases with else* This variational characteristic helps to
5i
eaEpHaiii the concurrence ef high resolution and lev sensitivity In the 
finer grained esulsions*
According to another work by Sllberetein (80), the slse- 
frequeaoy distribution for a given emulsion type ie characterised 
by a ninliBua else only slightly below the sis* ef highest frequency, 
with larger sixes present according to a Gaussian-like distribution* 
FTcai these results, one should expeot an emulsion labeled fine-grain 
to contain only few large crystals, as predicted by the tall of the 
Gaussian curve*
The dependence of resolution on grain size was studied by several
ef the earlier investigators such as Goldberg (28), Togman (87), and
Bo m  (63) • Generally, high resolution has been associated with fine
grain (46), and also, as mentioned before, Sandvik and Sllberatein
(74) concluded that resolving power is necessarily opposed to image
spread* And yet, in mentioning the effect ef grain else on image
spread, both Coheur (9) and Coleman and leagley (11) concluded that
image spread Increases with decreasing grain else*
«
Unfortunately, specific data on emulsion grain sisee are con­
sidered proprietary (84)« The trends of emulsion behavior with 
granularity can be definitely established, however, from relevant 
publications (18, 19) ef the Eastman Kodak Company and from 
experimental data collected in the course of this study*
An attempt has been made to assign an arbitrary granularity 
index fi to several spectroscopic emulsions* in one publication (19) 
ef the Eastman Kodak Company, mierodenal tometer tracings over plates 
uniformly exposed and developed to density 0*3 have been given* tt
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ha# been assumed only that these tracings ware all made with the same 
microdeaalioaeter sensitivity and rate af scan. The tracings ware 
photographically enlarged, and line# parallel to the tracing and 
one Millimeter apart from each other were inscribed over the en­
largement ef eaeh tracing, A diagrammatic representation of a 
treeing enlargement and the inscribed scale has bean presented in 
Fig. 26. k  graph was then eons true ted, with the number of recursions 
ef the trace ever the outside lines of the scale plotted on the 
y-axls against the number of scale lines required to cover the trace, 
on the x-axis, A  family of smooth curves could then be drawn £ the 
curves were roughly parallel, and there was one curve for each emul­
sion. The parallel nature of the curves indicated the next step to 
be taken in reducing each atorodensltemeter trace to a number which 
would be an index of grain slse*
The value ef £ corresponding to the point (x, 15) was then found 
for eaeh curve, so that the ̂ values were therefore numbers relating 
the appearance ef the mierodensltometer traces. Since trace excursions 
corresponded originally to partial interruptions ef the miorophete- 
meter light beam by developed grain#, the g-value# were presumed to 
be a function of grain area. The three-halves power ef x should 
therefore have indicated a function of grain volume, that is, grain 
else, at least roughly, and this was taken as the definition ef the 
granularity index G®
A private communication from the Eastman Kodak Company relevant 
to the concept ef the granularity Index stated that they felt wit is 
not possible to obtain slse frequency data from granularity traces.w
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FIGURE 26
FIRST STEP IN 




CURVE IS DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF MICROPHOTOMETER 
TRACE OF EMULSION WHICH HAS BEEN PARTIALLY EXPOSED AND 
THEN DEVELOPED* SCALE IS INSCRIBED OVER TRACE ENLARGEMENT*
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The communication continuers
*Xt is stated la the reference material that these granu­
larity traces were made with a elit having an effective 
diameter of 500 times 5 microne* It is clear that with 
this scanning area of 2500 square microns* a very large 
number of grains are scanned at any one time* consequently 
no density fluctuation can result from the interruption of 
the mierodensitometer light beam by a single developed 
grain as inplied in the above underlined statement ffrom 
this text, which statement was modified to the present 
reading as a result of this letter* JP]
"While data derived in this way are referred to in your 
letter as being indicative of grain else, they are 
referred to in Table II as a granularity index* It Is 
perfectly proper to describe the numerical value obtained 
from these traces in the manner described in your letter 
as a granularity index, but it should net be assumed that 
It has any unique relation to grain sise**
This eswwnieation has been taken as expert criticism ef the proposed
granularity index as an indication of grain else* However, the
author has nevertheless presented the granularity Index as a
potential indication ef grain else*
Sane ef the numerical expressions ef emulsion behavior which
are available in published literature or which have resulted from
the experimental work connected with this study have been presented
in Table II* Resolving power is seen to increase with sharpness,
as indicated by sharpness index, and to decrease with granularity
Index and with sensitivity* Both maximum and minimum spreading
factors have been listed for each emulsion? maximum spreading
shews good correlation with granularity Index, but minimum spreading
at first decreases with increasing granularity index and then
increases again*










































































































flne-grain emulsions might conclude that spreading increases as
grain sisa decreases? perhaps this explains the statements of
Cohenr (9) regarding grain sise versus Image spread* Per best
precision with either the matrix width or the constituent width
methods, the analyst should use the more intense, bread lines as
the measured lines, since sharpness decreases and spreading increases
with increasing line-vidth, when the line-width is larger than a
certain (small) value characteristic of the emulsion* this
behavior has been shown in the preceding figures on spreading
factor and sharpness index*
la ashing measurements on an emulsion for epecirocfeemica!
purposes, the analyst does not desire individual grains or dumps
in the emulsion to be refleeted in his measurements* Such reflection
is harder to avoid as the grains bee one larger* A compromise between
largo spreading - from large grains - and precise measurements
is necessary* Kodak emulsions I-L, 1-0, XI-L, XI-O, IXa-O, and
3d 2 are apparently to be recommended for llne-vidth work*
Bmlslens XU, X?, V, 54®, and 649 are listed in order of decreasing
grain sise and are net best suited for llne-vidth analysis*
In smmaery, grain sise affects the mechanism ef diffusion of
light within the emulsion and also the relative sensitivity of the
emulsion* A flne-graln emulsion tends to restrict the image to the
surface, to require greater exposure, and to Inhibit spreading of
the image* Kodak emulsions I-L, X-0, II-L, XI-O, Ila-O, and SA 2
have been found particularly suitable for llne-vidth analysis** s
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Whether the aperture else influences the spreading factor has 
been considered several times. Goldberg (23) and Rose (6l) found 
aperture to have an effect in determining the spreading faster,
Wildt (95) reported the spreading factor to be independent ef 
aperture* Coheur (9) tried different slit widths, values twenty to 
fifty-five microns, with the object of increasing precision by 
lowering the profile slope of the line used to indicate constituent 
concentration by its width $ his prediction that a larger slit would 
decrease the slope and consequently increase photometric precision 
was supported by his results*
In this study, also, the question of aperture sise versus 
spreading factor has been put to test* Slit widths of 5, 10, 20, 25, 
30, 00, 130, ISO, and 230 microns were tried* Exposure conditions 
producing negligible background were used* The conclusion which has 
been drawn from these tests is that slit width per go has no effect 
on spreading factor; see Fig* 27*
A spectrograph exhibiting high dispersion is capable ef pro­
ducing relatively vide separation of the lines in a spectrum* If the 
spectrograph slit Is narrow, then the wavelength separation produced 
by the spectrograph Is made useful and the lines are distinct* If the 
slit Is tee wide, the lines beecme like bands and may overlap* But 
the wavelength distribution of the radiant energy of a spectrum line 
passing through a slit is not changed by the slit*
The pattern ef radiation from the slit is the diffraction pattern 
ef a single slit (73)* Dispersion does not change this pattern* 
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•f the width of the slit or of the dispersion of the spectrograph* 
the variation found by Coheur (9) was not the result of a wider 
slit insofar as the slit defines a certain sise of aperture* Instead, 
experiment has shown that the llne-to-baekground intensity ratio 
decreases rapidly as the slit is opened* Since fog has the effect 
of increasing the spreading factor, increasing the slit width also 
has the effect of increasing the spreading factor by Increasing the 
relative amount of fog (background). Only if the background is kept 
from exceeding the emulsion threshold can the Independence of spreading 
factor from slit width be shown* e *
Ross (62) and Ttxgnan (07) found variations in image growth with 
varying exposures, and Boss (65) found a variation with intensity, 
also* the more expected and highly uniform results of tfildt (95) and 
Mees (44) exhibited no such deviation from the logarithmic behavior 
expressed by equation (3)*
e
figs* $  through 16 ef this work have indicated no contraction ef 
Image with Increasing exposure, but without exception, spreading 
factor was found to change • Bach figure has shown the spreading 
factor, fe, as always positive, tut also passing through a minimum* 
fhe wiviMMi corresponded to low exposures, but its exact value was 
characteristic ef the emulsion* This minimum was not to be explained7 
mi the basis of development procedures, since on the one hand, the 
developers used (D-ll and 2XL9) were not the type which cause Image 
shrinkage, and on the other hand, the development was not too short
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( 5 minutes ) or too foot ( 68° F* ) to prevent adequate Influx of 
fresh developer into the image op of flux of development produo to 
from the image* (The points just mentioned have boon discussed lator 
In this section*) The sis# of tho sHt-»images could bo taken a# the 
image width, as far as diffusion processes ape concerned? most 
images wore loss than 0*1 «m» wide*
Tho width of tho geometrleal imago was tho slit width, 0*01 am* 
in all eases* Such snail imago sixes have not boon used in former 
investigations on imago eontraotion effects* Former investigators 
ware sot so concerned with the demarcations ef the imago by the 
careful transmittance definition of the edge* As the defining 
transmittance is lowered, the minimum in value of spreading factor 
becomes less apparent? most wort has taken a rather low transmittance 
as the edge definition*
Perhaps the Imago growth can be divided into three parts*
ttg. S, for example, can be referred to in substantiation of the
following conclusions* 1) The appearance ef the image Is
characterised by a high relative spread as the image width Increases
rapidly from sere to some small value* 2) With Increasing exposure,
the image changes primarily by increasing In density, spreading
slowly and uniformly* 3) Further exposure brings more and more of
the exposed grains outside the image area to a developable state, and
the image grows at an increasing rate* The increase is the more
noticeable, the lower the value Of the defining transmittance*
m «
the image before development is known as the “latent image**
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The "Brash effect,* based cm the work ef Brush (7)> was a change la 
latent Inage just after exposure? later workers (92) showed that 
ne such change existed* KLair and f$rla& (5) reviewed the question and 
found that several variables were involved, thus accounting for the 
contradictory results of various investigators* Later, Jbrlam and 
Blair (36) proposed that a latent image tends to approach am 
equiltheism density the value of which depends on the teaaperatur© of 
storage? evidence in support was presented* The times of storage 
were large in comparison with the ordinary delay in developing after 
exposure^ contemporary writers (25, 46, 68) have not indicated that 
any measures should be taken for the Brush effect*
Halation is the name given to the result of illumination of an 
eeulsien by reflection from its Support* Adequate measures have been 
available for some time to prevent halation from being a problem (4&)» 
although net all plates carry antlhalaticn backing (18), presumably 
because blue and ultraviolet light do not penetrate the emulsion*
There are several controllable variables and effects with respect 
to the processing ef the emulsion? these have been discussed In the 
following paragraphs*
The change ef gamma with such variables as time of development 
has been shown (9, 51) to be unimportant with respect to the difference 
in width ef two lines* The explanation of this independence has been 
taken up later in this study (equations (10), (13)){ but let it be 
emphasized here that only with the use of the photometric width 
principle are Xine-wldth differences Independent of gamma* The
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variables which affect gamma are released from stringent control la 
these line-width method® which incorporate the photometric width 
principle* This may be the very basis for the superior precision, 
reported for lime-wldth photographic photometry, as Cohetir speculated 
(9)• Apeeessing of the emulsion is usually far more variable* 
despite rigid control, than the emulsion itself (81), m d  danslto- 
metrie photometry is very sensitive to resultant unappreciated 
changes In gamma* (21)
the line-wldth methods do depend on processing In that the 
developed, visible, measurable photographic image should retain the 
exact dimensions of the latent image* In the change from latent to 
developed image, the complex gelatin support must be swelled, 
isaersed in base, subjected to the heat ef the development react!on 
(which can melt the gelatin locally), immersed in add, then water, 
and finally dried* Obviously, processing is critical, despite 
freedom of llne-vidth methods from reproduction of a given gamma*
The effects of processing on the physical dimensions of gelatin 
have been described in Chapters III and XXI of Macs (46)* The 
gelatin wmlsion which must carry and retain the image In its 
original dimensions is about 0*025 am* thick on the packaged spectro­
scopic plate (46)* Page (42) concluded that the alight concavity ©f 
photographic plates is not a function ef width or length ef the 
photographic pistes but only of the emulsion thickness* The tension 
transmitted from the gelatin to the plate uniat then be distributed 
evenly throughout the gelatin, and so the purely vertical expansion 













rel«tt« i« lacking (88f 89)* Further floaaraoat m thi* pcint 1mm be«s
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M&a Is tbs n«xt ssetion, ttoeontroUnd TBmiita.— .
W * M  (87) oonolndod that thd rat® Ist&g® sjarsad u&i not a 
function o f development conditions? general agreement on till & 
point is evident (9# 27, 28, 46# 51# 52# 63}• Coleman and Xeagley 
(11) traced tho spread of a given imago with time of development*
A brief period exists during which tho developed imago apparent!/ 
attains the dimensions of tho latent imago# after this, no further 
change occurs (aside from eventual development of fog)*
Tttgaan (87) and Ross (63) pointed out that grains ef silver 
halide which are developable need net he developed; long enough for 
full development, so that the actual developed image# measured 
across from one given density to another# can have various sines 
for various times of development* (Although the developer infuses 
the gelatin in about ten seconds, the chemical reaction of develop* 
mast is less rapid, a matter of minutes (46)*) The same effect# 
apparently, is achieved by dilution of the developer (4&)« In each 
oase# a finer grain results because development centers on a given 
crystal do not spread until fusion results? before this happens, 
development is stopped and the undeveloped portion of the crystal 
dissolved away* Fine grain of this type is accompanied by low 
gamma*
Although flne-grain developers have been presented in the 
literature (47, 60), the conclusion has been (37, 46) that In general 
the desired effect of such developers vanishes if development is 
carried to attainment of equal gamma* Wright (96) described a 
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methods means only a freedom from some given mlu® of gamma required 
for successive plates* but net from the necessity for uniform treat­
ment of the whole plate* This has been considered further under 
Mensuration? let reference new be made, however* to m  article by 
hey and Cormog (42) in which the error* in photographic (dansi tome trio) 
photometry were considered with great care and with quantitative 
expression of results. The residual non-uniformity in specular 
density across the plate* after the most highly recommended techniques 
mere used* was quite appreciable* but at least partially susceptible 
to study and correction? such correction was apparently necessary 
for each plate* a procedure not likely to be adopted by an industrial 
laboratory handling a large volume of work* The Sastraan Kodak 
Company has also urged such treatment of each plate (18) *
The work of Lay and Corneg is pertinent to line-width photo­
metry* since even though no measurement of density as such is re­
quired in either of the photometric width techniques* the identity 
between the indicator line density and the densi ty-definiilon of the 
edges of the measured line is dependent on a residual uniform density* 
Although the gelatin is subject to repeated strain during 
processing (46)* distortion apparently does not oom m  about from 
Immersion in the stop or fixing baths* or from hardening* Reticulation 
ean be avoided If the bases and acids used are not too strong* and if 
the temperature of the wash water is not above that of the processing 
solutions (46)« (A temperature-induced case of reticulation has been 
described and discussed later* tinder tSacqntrolief gariables*)
The Ross effect, the shrinking of a developed image presumably
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because of the tanning of the supporting gelatin by the product® 
of development of certain developers* has been noted earliera The 
measured shrinking depends on the else of the Image# the exposure 
involved, the type of developer and the time of development* Meee 
(46) baa shown some experimental results f o r those relationships? 
am lBftg« larger than one millimeter diameter la subject to shrinkage 
of op to ton microns, the shrinkage increasing with image diameter#
The effect is similar for images hairing edges separated by loss than 
0,1 obi the centers being drawn together by the same mechanism*
Another reason to avoid use of lines quite ©lose together Is the 
turbidity offset (46)? intra-emulsion diffusion of light from eaoh 
Imager causes the neighboring borders to overlap#
The Kostinsky offset la analogous to the Eberhard effect* except 
that here again two nearby Images are Involved» Depletion of 
developer between the Images causes an apparent separation o f the 
images* the Images must have edges nearer than about G*X mm* to each 
other for the losilnsky offset to be noticeable (46)#
These shrinking effects just described should not affect, spectral 
lines to be used in line-width measurements# because first# the object 
is the spectrograph slit# of normal width less than 0,1 m»#, and 
second, a soectral line greater than 0*1 mm# distant from another can 
generally be found for use in analysis# Avoidance of lines closer 
than 0*5 seems indicated#
Ga the other hand, duplication of sensitivity and contrast of 
two regions of an emulsion becomes less likely as the regions are 
farther apart (16)# Therefore# lines for analysis should be as near
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as possible on the plate* up to a minimum separation @f 0*5 mm®
As mentioned before* Res* (66) found images in a strip five 
millimeters wide around the edge to ba moved by the swelling and 
drying af tha gelatin! this area should not ba used for Xine-width 
measurements*
In stmnary* processing brings about tha transformation af tha 
latent Into tha measurable Image* Uniform processing* ©specially In 
development, takes ears of several sources of error* Unas closer 
than 0*5 «*•# or lying within one centimeter of the edge of tha plate 
should not ba used* aside from these restrictions, analytical Unas 
should be as dose as possible (where "close* refers to both 
wavelength separation and physical separation*) Although each part 
•f a gives plate should receive identical processing, the Xine-width 
methods of photometry ease considerably the requirement af densito­
metry* that each plate receive Identical processing in order to 
exhibit identical contrast* In llne-width photometry* the sources Of 
error in processing are largely subject to proper technique*
Uncontrolled Yariables
a
In line-vrldth photometry* the residual errors in exposure of the 
emulsion are those that are characteristic of the emulsion and its 
support* and those that cannot be eliminated from the sample 
excitation procedure*
Stag« j&ft analyst ̂ taelf coaatltuUa aaiifeS&SiSa la 
nhatametor. garraU tSHlffi&ffiS SS& ffl&H&a&SS, SSSSSS3. SSS ISSBtiSSl* 
Maes (46) and Feldnwi (25) have pointed out that light of longer
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wavelengths has a greater tendency to penetrate the emulsion* Three 
effects, all sources of a??®*** could result from penetration of tha 
aamlsloa fey tha incident light, and reflection from tha support* In 
tha first place, tha proportion of light reflects muld depend on 
tha reflectivity of tha support? only unifera reflectivity aver tha 
plate could guarantee the proportion of reflected light to be 
constant* Seek uniformity may be tha ease? nevertheless, the 
reflectivity of tha support, If used, would ba an uncontrolled 
variable. In tha second place, photographic plates are not flat, 
and so the reflected light could return into the emulsion at 
(slightly) different angles, directly feat erratically affecting tha 
llne-wldth* NO increase in line-spread would result from reflected 
light since the spread is a result of change in exposure, l«e*, 
concentration of a constituent? reflected light would have tha 
effect of increasing the initial width, but not of increasing the 
spreading factor* Finally, a tan to fifteen percent variation of the 
thickness of the emulsion probably exists (&4) * Both the transmitted 
and reflected light would on reaching the support have passed through 
an attenuating layer of variable thickness, and so the llne-wldth 
would vary in a corresponding erratic fashion*
The three sources of error originating from use of reflected 
light are very possibly of a lower order af magnitude than the other 
sources of error* Nevertheless, for highest reproducibility af line- 
width, the spectrographs? should not use waveleng-ths above 400® & 
unless he wishes to obtain maximum spreading at the risk of 
additional error* * *
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Mffareace in distribution of silver hatlds grain# across the 
plate would cause differences in spreading af the image, and i» 
reproducibility o f line- width* Bat although this question ha® mot 
beam studied, ©piaioa is that "the distribution is extremely uni- 
tme*,• with ■ any variations* * * extremely emall"1^ ) *  Chapters 1 
and 11 in Maes* work (4&) support ouch an assumption* (J»laie-te- 
p&ate or batch-to-bateh Identity of sauls&om should not he assumed* 
Control samples should be run along with unknowns*)
If the image Is confined to the emulsion surface, If the grain 
distribution is extremely uniform, and If slit illumination is uni­
form, them possible lack of reproducibility could be caused by the 
supporting gelatin* Maes (4&) has pointed out that gelatin is by no 
means merely a viscous carrier, but also functions as a protective 
eelleid far the silver halides? indeed, chemical adsorption may be 
present* Such intimate Interaction very probably affects the light** 
diffusing properties of both the gelatin and the silver halide grain? 
discussion of turbidity should consider Inhomogensity of the gelatin 
as a possible source of variation in the pattern of light diffusion* 
Seme emulsions are coated with a fluorescent material for 
sensitisation to the ultraviolet, as has been mentioned. If such 
plates are used, then any variation In thickness of the fluorescent 
seating could be a large source of error* Whether *mch variations 
occur depends entirely en the process of manufacture? large relative 
variations in coating thickness are not hard to imagine, since the
~~ ’ * private ceaBnmleatien fro® M<* F# Swann, representative of
the Bftstmaa Kodak Company*
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coating is one which remains after evaporation af an organic solvent. 
Gootf results have been reported from the use of such plates* however 
(20).
Ia ramsy, in lime-vidth photometry, sources of error In the 
illnminatlea and Irradiation of an emulsion and in its response 
before processing include possible iahemogeneity in diffusion of 
light dee to interaction of locally inhomogeneous gelatin and silver 
halide particles, aeaunifora transmission and refXeetion of the 
penetrating longer wavelengths which may be used, and unequal 
thicknesses of sensitising fluorescent films over the emulsions so 
treated. Linet-width photometry enjoys an advantage over densitometry 
in an identity of calibration and analytical procedures.
Sohlesinger (77) and Perrlne (59) considered the errors in 
photographic registration of position. $ehlesinger measured the 
distortion after development of drops of ink spattered on plates 
before development. A mean distortion error of 0.9 microns was 
reported. Porrine used photographic images and found distortions In 
thick eK&lsions to be larger than those in thin ones, and experienced 
difficulty in making a visual fix o n the boundaries of the image.
Ross (66) established that a flve-edJLlimeter-wide strip at the 
edge of the esulslon is particularly subject to distortion, as has 
been mentioned? he also stated that thin emulsions are preferable 
to thick for freedom from distortion. Ross further brought out the 
very important fact that images have the same dimensions in both the 
wet and the dry gelatin? the gelatin swells only normal to the plane 
of the plate. Concomitant to this Is the independence of image

















































use of a thick triple-coated plate {66)* Xa smother work (72), Bess 
found th« probable wtoi* af ft measured distance across an emulsion to 
ba plus or minus two microns if tha m&X&lon was air-dried, X®2 if 
ftloohal-driad« Stetson and Carpenter {$3) agreed that errors eauoed 
by tha emulsion vara local rather than general® They recommended 
1) use af plate glass as an emulsion support, 2) soaking tha plate 
far one hour between exposure and development, 3) development in 
hydroquimoae, and 4) drying in still air, corner1 down*
Rase (17) hardened plates with formalin and found, after the 
hardening, ae change in image dimensions whether the plate was wet 
or d r y * Since the line-width increase which is to be measured is 
already present in the latent image, the purpose is to develop the 
image with no change in its dimensions* Moos (46) has written that 
hardeners can be used in the developing bath, as in tropical 
countries, to control swelling* Such hardening, if effective, would 
seem superior to a preliminary relieving of strains in the gelatin 
as advocated either by Cooksey and Cooksey (12) or by stetson and 
Carpenter (S3)*
*
image distortions a) may conceivably be produced by inhemegeneitie# 
in the emulsion causing distortion of the latent image with respect to 
the shape of the incident optical image, or b) the distortions may 
occur In processing, the developed image being distorted by its 
aovmaent through the gelatin or by movement of the gelatin Itself In 


























Reticulation was noticed at once as a sort of dimpling of th« 
surface* though to tha eye, the lime-imogcs i n the spectra remined 
undi storied. With the thought of relieving strain* and perhaps 
salvaging the plate (52, ?4), the writer replaced the plate in the 
hath, leaving it for about ten minutes* The emulsion greatly 
Increased in thickness* and distortion of the images m s  then first 
observed. the gelatin apparently softening and responding to the 
pressures originally set up by the temperature gradients The plate 
m s  nev quite ruined* bat Hashing was continued for Interest* 
Resultant further softening of the emulsion led to outward migration 
of the image silver* an actual dissolution of the images* Drying 
did not* of course* reverse these changes®
This study implied that any and all chemical* mechanical end 
thermal changes in the enTironment of the gelatin produce strains 
which in torn tend to produce distortion* The -viscosity of the 
gelatin is usually so high* and the strains so small* that response 
to the strains is undetectable® Let the strains be greatly 
increased* or* more important* the gelatin viscosity be lowered* and 
distortion becomes noticeable*
A source of "distortion" often neglected is the air in which the 
unshed plate must be handled and dried* The moist surface of the 
avulsion is an ideal dust-sampling device* and a particle of 
collected dust on a line of interest leads to error in both line-* 
width and densitsmetrle measurements* Very little can be done about 
this in an air-conditioned industrial laboratory in which dirty air 
is taken fro® the outside with little or no filtering and kept fro®
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settling by the strong air currents set up by the air conditioner* 
the beat solution here is to keep the darkroom ©loam and the air 
quiet*
Washing the plate with alcohol, as recommended by Hess (66), 
weald reduce the time la which the softened gelatin could respond to 
strain, and also in which it could collect duets On the other hand, 
an alcohol bath is both an inconvenient additional processing bath 
and another source of dirt*
s »
la smaary, the residual distortion resulting from processing 
has been estimated at about 0*5 to 1*0 microns average, with a 
mnntmms ef about five microns« The edges of plates inward for 
about five aillimeters mast not be used? areas near the corners are 
alas te be avoided* Distortion seems to come about wholly in the 
processing rather than residing partly in a distortion ef the latent 
image, though mere proof of this could be used* Hardening before and 
daring processing may be a means of preserving the latent image 
dimensions mere nearly intact* Intentional softening of the emulsion 
is net good practice*
Mepfiuratiop
Types of Lino-Width Analysis
The various ways to perform llme-width analyses, the instrumenta­
tion involved, and the problems peculiar to the method have been 
presented in this section*
i
3*I3©
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equations (7) throng (12) (50)*
Let l$lgkt of intensity fall o n on emulfdcm * M  bo diffused 
parallel to the emulsion surfase so that at a distance £ from, the 
point of entry, the light ha# intensity J as fellowsS
where |i a constant* is an expression of turbidity* the scattered 
light of intensity X sensitises grains according to the relationship*
where a expresses inertia of the emulsion* £ is gamma* expressing 
contrast* and £ is the dereloped density of the image border* d 
aierene frw the geometrical border of the image*
If (7) is substituted into equation (8)* we have
(B-a/V) «* - k d * log 1*1,
mr d m  (lA)(h>g lot - £dV*I). (9)
Bat £ is the distanee from the edge of the sptleal image* and so 
therefore the image width (line-width) %  is
v » 2d ♦ s*
where g is the geoaetrioal line-width (l«e«* the silt width), and 
so* finally*
lag V l»  m - k dt (?)
0 « » ♦ JflAg It, (8)
V B (2A)(log lot ♦ a/jf~ n A ) ♦ a. (10)




































An expresalon for Xine-widih difference has boon derived which 
takes account of the different response of a apeotreecepie eamlsion 
to differ oat wavelengths*
Lot a, the evulsion threshold* and JJ* the dans!ty-definition of 
11b e-edge, bo the sane for oaoh wavelength® The time of exposure* 
and the slit width, g, have also boon considered identicals Thau 
lot aquation (10) be expressed for one line of width ig, characterised 
by jj[ and by J (instead of 2 / k ) l and similarly far tha other line of 
width g** ebaraatorlaad by and by
w m  X(log lot ♦ a/^ - v/}f) *  *,
and w» « K*(log I#«t ♦ •/)(* ■* D/jf») + a.
Then for the line-wldth difference* wo have
se V - V*f
or d w  « log (l©t)
* (a - D)[(K/$) - <**/<*)].
Simplify by ehaaglag exponents* expanding* factoring* and rearranging* 
Lot
K t * K - K**
or K * K| * K»*
SI
DM*. » a K* log V v *
♦ K* (a - ») £ty»
♦ Eg £ log Z«t + (* ~ IvV3»
B A  tgr (8), tha last t m  drops wi, and as tha result af
the dartvatlae, va h m r a
' »  » I* lag V i a *
♦ K* (a - »> £(** - XVfc**). (13)
Therefore* la actual line-width differences* the relevant 
expression contains a rather small term which is a function of the 
difference la guraa between the in* line# and ie Inversely pro­
portional te the square of gsaraa* The gamma term probably never 
attains detectable magnitude#
nevertheless, equation* (10) and (13) are both simplifications 
of realitya Infection of Figs* d through 25 show* that image growth 
sad image contour are not mathematically simply expressible* end 
that equalises (10) and (13) are just approximations of the width 
of the photographic image of a spectrograph slit* That Is why only 
the photometric width principle gives line-width results characterised 
by i precision sad reproducibility#
The photometric width principle defines a line-widih difference 
for the ease wherein one line has sere width# The analytical curve 
based on such a Xiae-wldtfa difference incorporates the profile of only 
one line# The identical densities of the indicator line and of the 
















































o cated toy th® dens! ty of th© uanaiituent Xln®
m
is obtainable tor selection of emulsion and developer, and loir 
sharpness index V  selection of a large matrix line* The limited 
range of the matrix width method has already been mentioned under 
SttEt*
The constituent width method involve* the constant density of 
a matrix line, and the changing width of a constituent line* The 
aeeuraey and precision of the constituent width method therefore 
depends net at all on the gamma or on the sharpness index, but 
instead on the spreading faster which describes the changing width 
of the constituent line and on the definition of the edge whleh is 
given by the density of the matrix line* Use of a light matrix line 
affords the advantage of the higher spreading footer associated 
with a high-transmlttamee definition of the edge (see Figs* 8 through 
IS)* Since there is no limit to the spreading of a line image, the 
constituent width method may be said to have practically unlimited 
eeaeeatrstien range*
thaler width Biotometrv* the similarity of the matrix and 
constituent width methods with respect to mathematical representation 
ef errors ban been shown, and the Quality factor for each method 
has been defined*
Bisenlohr and Aleocy (22) suggested that the ratio & ef two line- 
widths, both evaluated at a given density, could serve as an index of 
concentration* A smooth curve of increasing slope was obtained from 
a plot of g against the logarithm of the concentration ef the 
element sought*
H
Let a simplified version of equation (10), for the photograph!® 
line- width j£, ho tflfeon as
v * K log e* + g,, (U)
where X* contains
the quotient R of two widths Is then
R * Wj/wy,
or R » (K log ♦ Ko)/(R log eBt
Lot the slope of tho plot for R versus log %  bo dstewaimedS
«/d log ox * 1/(1 log ®0t ♦ K*),
or dR/d log ©X as l/(!og * *0*)* (l6)
the upward tread of the plot has bees explained hr equation 
(16)* If is very snail, then cMt Is almost, for a binary, 100$, 
so that the slope is nearly constantJ the denominator, which 
eomtalns log oâ , changes little* As increases, eB̂  and log ea^ 
decrease and tho slope Increases, approaching as a limit,




The measurement of line-wldth is subject to stringent require** 
ments which, fortunately, can be met* Hot only are the most delicate
and yet flexible techniques of measuring distance r« « M ^  but else 
Incorporated is the precise estimation of light intensity#
Enable methods of measuring line-widih should eshtblt a 
reproducibility approaching one micron, sine® this is the precision 
af a food precision screw} a comparable accuracy would be preferable* 
though aet necessary* A reage ef up to two millimeters la the 
distaaee to be measured is required, since speetregraphts lines may 
attain this width» The usual spectrographic plate Is tern inches 
wide? any line oa it should be easily and quickly aeeesslble to the 
measuring device* In order that the line-wldth technique be capable 
ef wide application, the measurements should be easily made and 
comparable in speed to the measurements of densitometry* In 
suaaagy, then, the method ef distance measurement in the estimation 
ef Ume-width must be easy to use, rapid, and capable of providing 
reproducihly a speeifleatloa within one micron of any length up to 
two millimeters} the length to be specified suet be able to occur 
at say position within a ten inch range* The edges of the line, 
the ends of the measured distance, must also be clearly 
indicated*
The location ef the edges of the line requires photometry* The 
photometric system must be compact and closely integrated with the 
length-measuring device* The photometric system must be stable 
enough to retain a given value (a given pen position) for a particular 
density, although the fact that the photometric requirements ef line- 
width photometry can be eased considerably from the corresponding 
requirements of densitometry will be pointed out later in this
06
section* The vt«poB9« time of tho photometric system must bo short
enough to allow measurement of a Xlne-width within five seconds}
this Implies a full-scale deflection time of one second or less®« *
I* the poet, using the eye alone to judge tho edge of on image 
woe standard practice (44# 45# 54# 61# 62* 63* 64# 65# 66, 72, 76, 02, 
63# 67), t»t aside from the obvious inaccuracy of tho eye as a photo** 
actor# tho additional limitations of human fatigue and variability 
radar this approach inadequate*
Direct measurement ef the distance a plate carriage ha# moved 
In carrying a line across a photometer adit has boon done (22)* A 
microscope and filar micromotor might be used for this purpose, the 
combination giving a powerful method for tho measurement ef small 
distances with very good accuracy* The image of the object being 
measured 1* projected onto a plane which also contains a graduated 
scale and movable cross-hairs* If some point of the object la taken 
as reference, then movement ef the object parallel to the direction 
ef movement ef the cross-hairs and in a plane perpendicular to the 
eptle axis of the microscope can be followed by the movement of the 
cross-hairs, and measured in terms of the graduated scale* The 
operation described in the last sentence is subject to several sources 
ef error} these sources have been elegantly treated by Whitehead (94)®
The graduated scale can be calibrated by using a# an object a 
specially made slide bearing graduations at known separations* The 
magnification of the microscope governs first, the calibration of the 






























































to which index tho length of tho light wavelength - and therefore the
m
indicated distance itself - is inversely proportional* nevertheless, 
many of tho variables la interferoaetry refer to tho establishment of 
standard conditions of operation, and so can bo bypassed If measure­
ments are made with at least moderate speed and include tho maasure- 
moot of a reference standard* These last too requirements are 
easily met*
Aside froa tho variables of operating conditions which affect 
lnterferemetry, there is the additional neoeosi ty for critical 
optical adjustment* this last difficulty has bean alleviated by the 
development of the coraer-cube interferometer by E* E» Book (56$ 57)$ 
his design also Increasing tho range of interfersmetry, previously 
restricted for routine practice to uses such as comparison of nearly 
equal lengths * Recently, Peck and Obets (55) announced tho 
application of automatic reversible fringe counting to the comer- 
cube interferometer9 this advance seems from Its descriptions to be 
the specific aaiwr to most ef the problems ef llae-width measurement, 
and nay be of great importance in the future development of line-width 
measurements*
In the fringe-counting eorner-cube interferometer $ two fringe
epatterns asatually out ef phase by 90 arc simultaneously viewed by 
phototubes* The phase relationship of the resulting signals furnishes 
a criterion for the direction of movement of the indicating mirror*
IP addition to the fringe count, the rotational position ef the spot 
on an oscilloscope indicates the fraction of the last fringe to be 
counted, since the viewing phototubes of the interferometer furnish
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the axial signals for tho oscilloscope beam* causing it to move is 
a oirela as tha distance being measured Is traversed* the coaabinatien 
ef counter and oscilloscope should permit the direst measurement ef 
say desired line-vldth to within 0*1 micron* la five seconds or less* 
Since optical adjustment need not be exact* the mirror should be cap­
able ef reflecting usable light from its position on a photometer 
plate carriage - as with the Leeds and Hortkrup* JarrelX̂ Aath* or 
Bauech and Lamb instruments - despite the disturbance ef carriage 
movement* especially since the instruments themselves are examples 
ef excellent machine work*
Only one adaptation of this device would be required 2 a signal 
to indicate when to start and stop counting* Such a signalling 
device Is very simple if the densitometer is recording* somewhat 
more complex if not* Beth types have been adapted to line*widih 
measurement by the writer* but only the adaptation of the recording 
type has been described* in later paragraphs of this paper*
the precision screw is the device ranking next to the Interfere* 
meter in the precise measurement ef leaght* Whitehead (94) has 
described a number of arrangements for the use of a precision screw 
and has presented some fine relevant discussion of precision 
mechanisms; an account ef the Kilgcr Comparator is also given* 
the HUger Comparator can be used to measure within one micron any 
distance up te fifteen centimeters* Since tho comparator carriage is 
driven directly from the nut mounted on the precision screw, this 
statement of precision requires equal precision of the screw* the
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long-term error of tho screw must not exceed 0,01$, and tho short­
term errors soot not cause tho nut to bo more thou one micron from 
the value indicated on the graduated drum which rotates with the 
screw* The earrlage could be linked to the screw in such a way as to 
tend to cancel out short-term errors, such a linkage is used on the 
Bauseh and Isab Densitometer* In this instrument, two spur gears 
bear on opposite sides of the drive screw (which is qoj a precision 
screw)* The spur gears are coaxial and rigid with friction drums, so 
that the carriage can be moved laterally by hand, causing the spur 
gears to turn? the spur gears do not rotate easily because of the 
friction drums, therefore rotation of the drive screw causes the 
earrlage to advance* Bit if the screw is not even, that is, if the 
serev has short-term errors, the two spur gears tend to alleviate the 
short-term errors of the screw by splitting the difference of the 
short-term error between themselves* The importance of these 
mechanisms for the discussion here Is two-fold* the presence of 
short-term error in precision screws is emphasised! and a criterion 
of excellence - one micron error - is furnished by which to judge 
mechanical drives*
The Knorr-Albers Recording Mlcredensitemeter has been used (35, 
51, 52) for line-width measurements, and its high quality is a result 
of excellent design (40)* The drive gears permit the operator to 
select carriage velocities in either direction of 0*1, 0*2, 0*5, 1*0, 
2*0, 5*0, 10*0, 20*0, and 50*0 millimeters per minute* The photo­
meter light source is the side of a tungsten ribbon filament* A line 
of light 0*07 mm* wide in the plane of the plate is projected onto
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the plate? the attenuation e1 this light It measured by a phototube* 
The phototube is part ef a d»e* amplifier employing current feedback? 
a w ail fraction of ths amplifier output is measured and indicated by 
a Speedwax recorder, capable of full seals deflection in about 0*2 
seconds* The following discussion primarily concerns the experimental 
mss of the Leeds and Nerthrup KnorxvAlbers Mlerodensitemeter - hers* 
after referred to as the L« and N« instrument -» the conversion ef 
the L* aai W* instrument to rapid measurement ef Xine-width, and the 
evaluation of the apparent and the attainable precision ef the L* and 
I* instrument in the measurement ef llme*4fldths«
Xn the literature, all measurements concerning the L* and N* 
Instrument hare been via chart recording ef lines and subsequent 
measurements from the charts* the fastest chart speed ef the 
recorder Is about two inehss per minute, and the slowest carriage 
speed, 0*1 mm«/adn* The corresponding maximum magnification of the 
unaltered instrument has been given (40) as 500* One micron on the 
plate thus becomes 0*5 mm* on the chart, or about the width of the 
Inked line* The minimum probable error of measurement from the 
chart is therefore at least two microns, assuming only reading 
errors* The error is no doubt higher than two microns, since the 
chart is driven by gears which contain imperfections, causing the 
chart to advance unevenly* The required time of measurement for 
error la at least one to two minutes* (During this time, 
the photometer scale Is required to hold absolutely steady! that 
this condition is probably met has been shown later*) Shorter times 
of recording increase proportionately the minimum error of measure*
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meat from th® Chart* Sinoe th® minimum error of one to two microns 
should be at least retained If not battered, and since the time for 
line-vidth measurement must include not only recording time but also 
the tin® for neasureaeats from the chart, an irapr®Y®m®nt 1® obviously 
necessary if line-width photometry la to compete with densitometry*
#
in adaptation of th® L* and N* instrument to vapid and precis® 
line-width measurement ha® boon made® th® adaptation depend* m  th® 
relationship that, with uniform velocity, tin® ia a measure of dis­
tance* Btseag® ef a line aerese th® inage of th® aid® of the L* and 
If* ribbon filament cause® th® recorder pea to move downscale from 
100j( transmittance* la the altered &« and ft* instrument, a® the pen 
passed a certain transmittance arbitrarily designated as indicating 
th® edge of the line, a device moving with th® pen allowed a precision 
clock to begin measuring time® Is the line moved on and away from the 
filament image, the recorder pen returned upscale toward 100# trans­
mittance, th® device moving with the pen stopped the precision clock, 
and the clock displayed a large number proportional to the width of 
th® line. Th® measurement of the line-width required less than five 
seconds and was precise to about one and one-tenth microns*
The adaptation of th® instrument thus involved a device geared 
to the pea and acting as a switch for the precision clock, and the 
dock itself* The clock consisted of a pulse generator and a counter 
separated from the generator by the switching device*
The puls® generator designed and built for this purpose was 
completely electronic, and experience of several months proved it
n
esmpletely satisfactory# He tubes were replaced*
the design ef the y*ilse generator wee based on considerations 
which included the slightly varying house line frequency^ the 
character!stios ef the L« end K* recorder, and the characteristics 
ef spectroscopic emulsions*
the alternating current furnished by power companies is main­
tained at a frequency ef sixty cycles per second with a precision 
ameh batter than erne part in a thousand, if a long enough time is 
used for finding the average frequency# the short-tera frequency 
earn vary fro* 59*8 to 60*2 cycles per second, especially during 
periods ef light electrical lead# Since the frequency variations 
ef the line could have caused the synchronous carriage drive motor 
to run slower or faster, the pulse generator was designed to produce 
a pulse frequency which was an integral and fixed multiple of the 
line frequency# Selection of the particular multiple to be used 
depended on the characteristics of the L® and ft# recorder and of 
spectroscopic emulsions*
Let it be set down that
ds/da « (d&/dt)(dt/du),
sad since - dD/dt ■ (d log x/dt) m  (X/x)(dx/dt),
where 5 is transmittance, we disregard the minus sign which signifies 
direction ef recorder pen movement, and we have
du/dt ® (l/x)(dx/dt)/(dD/du)# (17)







































































































p«rt of the definition of the photometric width* Fortunately, if
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emulsions giving favorable spreading for lime-vidth measurements w i  
usea, sharpness indices greater than about 0,04. are aet encountered, 
and therefore a «c*m1b| speed of two millimeters pas* minute with 
ike Speedosaax recorder la both conservative and rapid* At t m  milli­
meters par minute, lines can b« measured In lese than five seconds 
par lime*
Case the carriage scanning speed was estimated, the eouniing 
rate* or pulse generator frequency, could ba specified* If a change 
of 0*1 micron in a lino 0*1 mm, vide was to ba detected, than at 
least 1000 counts would hare to ba used. If the Una was scanned 
1m three seconds, theeouating spaed had to be at least 330 counts 
per second. Since this exceeds tha speed of a mechanical counter, 
and since the glow transfer counter to bo used has a rated maximum 
speed of 2000 counts per second, the pulse generator was designed 
for 900 counts par second* This was a comfortable margin over 330 
counts per second, and a speed which would not posh the counter.
The design of tha 900 cps pulse generator wee straightforward 
(07, 80), Tha 60 ape signal from tha house line was amplified to a 
square wave by a 6AC7 double triode. The square wave was 
differentiated to give pulses which synchronised a free-running 300 
cps multi vibrator (87)} this multivibrator would pull in t® syn­
chronisation from 291 cps. Since the proportional variation of the 
lino frequency Is between 299 and 301 ops, the synchronisation of the 
300 eps multivibrator by the 60 cps pulses was perfect. The 300 ops 
multivibrator output was used to synchronise a second free-running 











































































generators of T«rry htgij j*r«cisiom and accuracy are ©©JMerslaXly
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FIGURE 28
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1 mSLh > ■3 11 -4.... 5 60
3885* 3882* 3885* 3878* 3849* 4453*3907 3884 3836 3853 4038 4425*3896 3887 3857 3863 3967 4442*3896 3902 3839 3864 4202 4489*3896 3895 3845 3857 3926 4468*3881* 3897 3865* 386L 3934* 4499*3888 ym 3858 3849 mu 4437*3888 3888 3840 3873 4046 4409*3884 3878 3868 3846 4107 4396*3881 3875 3850 3873 3606 4460*3876* 3883 3881* 3890 3979* 4452*3881 3885 3872 3871 4048 4488*
3879 3878 3852 3858 4101 4467*
3884 3884 3863. 3881 3918 4431*3883. 3880 3850 3859 3947 4441*3893* 3876 3858* 3855 3975* 4414*3900 3871 3847 3878 4152 4465*smoo 3880 3856 3869 4127 4508*
3905 3873 3872 3868 3963 4429*3902 3887 3862 3862 3822 4451*
T 88,5 64*0 181.6 128.7 17793.3 909.9
T * t*« t » Standard deviation** Foil seal* and sere cheeked and/or reset at given point on plate®
f  Column 6 refers to line different from that of Cols« 1 through 5«
A Carriage movement by motor only*
B Carriage reset by hand wheel*
5 Hate moved laterally cm carriage between each measurement! 
carriage reset by hand wheel*
6 Elate removed from carriage between each measurement, but replaced 
at fixed point on carriage so that same contact with worm drive 
used for each measurement* Standard deviation Indicates 
reproducibility ef about 1*12 microns*
Carriage velocity % 2*0 nm*/mln« or 0*037 microns/count*
Counting speeds 900 counts/second*
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Moreover, an extended rule la fastened to the carriage, with a marker 
and vernier plaoed on the instrument proper, so that the position of 
*h« carriage can be noted to within 0,05 ®»* Since the ribbon fila­
ment of the photometer is fixed laterally relative to the instrument 
proper, the repeated positioning of a spectrum line with reapsct to a 
given were drive surface becomes possible, the line is fixed relative 
to the filament while the carriage is aet at a given mark ea the rule* 
The carriage can be moved either by means of the motor control or 
by turning the hand wheel* A clutch separatee the worm drive from the 
meter and the gears of the transmission* Therefore, a given position 
ef the carriage does net correspond to any given position or contact 
surface of the motor and transmission gears*
These facts permitted the separate evaluation of the error from the 
imperfections ef the motor drive and transmission gears, and from the 
went drive* A plate was placed on the plate carriage and aligned 
vertically so that a portion of a Cu 2324 line in a copper spectrum 
would be measured* Esactly 1*5 ms» to the right ef the copper line, 
am dear film, the photometer was set for 100j£ transmittance* The 
plate aai the carriage were not touched again until all the measure­
ments shown in the four columns under 4 and g, in Table III, had been 
obtained* Those figures In the columns under 4 ver© therefore 
obtained with all resetting of the carriage done via motor control 
and with no shifting of gears* In other words, all measurements in 
the columns under 4 were made with the same drjye eontact-aurfaees 
throughout the carriage drive ay stem* The figures under 4 .were 
obtained with resetting by the hand wheel, thus forcing the clutch to
XQX
fttip and to obtaining different part* of the drive gears on the 
meter aide ef the dutch* Comparison of the J£ figures with the 
4 figures allseed as estimation of the error doe to the gears sa the 
aster aide of the eluteh*
fa the feUoeiag discussion of errors, these armhole hare been 
med*
g m standard deviation due to the
gears ea the meter aide of the
dutch?
f » standard deviation due to the 
worm gear?
p * standard deviation due to
photometric error?
h * standard derlatlcm due to
unassigned errors?






Firrt, let tha photonatrlo error ba sTaluatad. the d. e«
amplifier and filament power unit were assumed to drift? to offset 
and measure this drift, the figures under columns ^ an<* 2 were 
acquired with frequent recalibration on clear film* Results shoved 
that the recalibration caused mere error than the drift? the figure 
which has been calculated for "photometric error" represents the 
error introduced by local variations in the selected area of dear
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film used for recall bra tton* and the muling error In sotting up tha 
calibration*
Thking the difference of the squares of tha standard deviations 
of columns J, rad 2» ®»d £ and 4* as the photometric error* and 
lumping any photometric drift in with the unassigaed errors* wo have
the photometric error due to reading error and local variations 
in dear film was about 6*1 counts* or 0*22 microns* for this plates 
(The photometric error p which has been evaluated here should be 
nearly negligible in apectroehemieaX measurements of photometric width* 
since the photometric width principle requires no full scale or sere 
settings* or actual reading of a density value*)
The error & has been evaluated from equations (18) and (20)* and
T* *  He J>*
T| « H*
f4 « H ♦ 0 ♦ f p






P - T, - T, * T, - *4, (22)
* 88.5 - 64.0 £ 181.6 . 128.7,
5 52.9, 
£ 7.27and so P * 4.95
p « 6*1 counts




6 « I, - T, * T4 - T, (24)
s 181.6 - 88,5 * 128.7 - 64.0
■ 93.1 *  64.7
H m  error caused lay the gears an the motor aide of the elutoh 
has therefore been taken as
g m (9*6 ♦ a*0)/2
g « 8«8 counts (25)
g m 0*33 microns
Since different contact area on the worn gear Ware deliberately 
need in the measurements shewn in column so that
Tf m H ♦ 0 «• F ♦ P# (26)
£ has been evaluated by subtracting equation (20) from equation (26)* 
giving
F * T* - T4,
« 17793• 3 - 128*7*
* 17664*6«
The error £ due to the imperfections in the worn gear has been 
found to be
L ~ js— U ^ j m b Si
.5 " A m& M M & M .
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The foregoing calculations have shown that the e r r o r introduced 
by the worn gear i» about fifteen tinea the e r r o r introduced by the 
other geare, and about twelve times the indeterminate error. If the 
error caused by the worn gear is a result of local changes in pitch 
rather than simply a rough surface, then the worm gear error should 
be greatly reduced if the sane spot is used successively in repeated 
measurements ef a given line-width. This can be done} its aeeemplish- 
ment has been described earlier* The measurements in column § were 
conducted with the idea of simulating a set of operations widely 
separate in time, as one would get in a series of routine analytical 
measurements spread over weeks* The plate was physically removed from 
the plats carriage between each measurement, and the full scale 
calibration alee renewed each time* Care was also taken that the 
motor-side gears’ contacts were changed, the motor being kept running 
while the plate was removed from the carriage* The standard deviation 
of the figures in column 6 is the square root of 909*9, or 30*2 counts, 
corresponding to * standard EasX9&S£&U£& fit 2*22 mlcrona.
The technique of reproducing the worm contact is therefore 
effective in reducing error insofar as error affects reproducibility*
Use ef a very fine line in the spectrum as a marker, Instead of the 
thick one that was used:, would probably have Improved the reproducibility 
still more*
A  careful distinction must be drawn between reproducibility and 
accuracy* The imperfect gears cause the carriage to advance 
irregularly, so that reproducible measurement of a set of successively 
thicker lines results in a set of measurements Irregularly increasing
in else* An analytical working curve good enough to reflect errors 
la line-width measurement is therefore net smooth* S&stmorad and 
Williams (20) reported sueh a curve, a^ty to see, hat honest*
Initiation of counting before the carriage had a fair chance to 
get rolling smoothly may hare been a possible source of error* (this 
m m  found to be a significant source of error in measurements made on 
an instrument of a different make*) Perhaps an interval should have 
been allowed before actual measurement, during which all moving parts 
eeuld have come to full and even speed* (Such was the procedure 
followed in obtaining the data shown In Table III} five seconds were 
allowed before each measurement*) This "graoe-peuied* procedure was 
tested for value* The results have been presented in the first two 
columns of table IT* the "grace-period" standard deviation was 
5*7 counts, slightly lower' than the 6*0 counts standard' deviation found 
for tmwdlato initiation of counting* Since the standard deviation 
in counts which was taken as the basic minimal error in Table III 
was $*0 counts (free tt), the difference between the errors from the 
"grace-period" and immediate counting procedures was considered 
insignificant (i*e*, 0*01 microns)* No time need be wasted waiting 
for the carriage to move up to the line*
In routine speetroehemleal work, measurement of the same line in 
different spectra requires vertical displacement of the carriage 
between measurements* Here is another possible source of error} 
this was also tested* The value, 8*0 counts, from column 2, Table 111, 
baa been taken as the standard error for no disturbance of the carriage 
between measurements* The corresponding standard error, from the
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TABLE IV
FARTHER EVALUATION CF PRECISION m  
LEEDS Am  NQRTHRUP MICROPHOTOMETER
Vertical
AdjustmentI*a«dlat» Q n m B«tv«en
Comntlng Parlod M»a»vurement»
1560 1575 2023
1558 1574 20111560 1575 2009
15531 1570 1992
1558 1571 2021
155* 1571 20271568 1565 2010
1553 1573 2022
1559 1566 20121558 1558 2007




1559 1560 20121568 156a 2031
1555 1570 2013
1 m 1564 2021
t9 eounts 6*0 5»7 9*9
t9 microns 0*22 0*21 0*36
t » Standard deviation
Last column refers to line different from that of first tvo*
Carriage velocity^ 2*0 msu/mia** or 0*037 niorone/eonxit* 
Counting speed* 900 oounts/seeeAd
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last column o f Table XV, t o r vertical displacement ef the carriage 
between measurements, was 9*9 counter* The error resulting t r m  
vertical rotten ef the plate rack ha* been found to be the square 
toot ef the difference, (9*9* - ®*0a) count a* Thia Is 5*8 counts, 
or 0*21 microns*
Several bade sources ef error existed which could not have been 
cancelled merely by improving the quality ef the worn drive screw, 
although such improvement could have eliminated the need for careful 
duplication of worm screw contact surfaces* These errors were the 
bade indeterminate error ef measurement, 8.0 counts, from column 2, 
Table IIXJ the photometric error, which might possibly have been 
eliminated or which could easily have been increased, 6.1 counts, 
from equation (23)J the error due to the gears on the motor side ef 
the eluteh, 8*8 counts, by equation (25) J and the error due to 
disturbance of the carriage by vertical motion of the plate rack 
between measurements, 5*8 counts* The square root of the sum of the 
squares ef these errors is 14*6 counts, or 0*54 microns* If the 
error of the worm screw had been about equal to these other errors, 
then the expected standard deviation would have been 18*6 counts, 
or about 0*7 microns, as opposed to the achievable 1*12 microns 
which reflected all the mentioned sources of error*
A discussion of •’edge** error has bows postponed to this point* 
Bigs error has not been mentioned before, and so has been included in 
the indeterminate error* Important In measurement of photometric 
width, edge error is a recognisable but variable source of error 
caused by the imperfect photometry of the indicator line density and
ios
of the tdf« ef the measured line* Let transmittance difference g
eeeur between the indicator transmittance Jg and the transmittance
ef the edges ef the measured lines the density error O m which results«■&
Is approximately
D„ 4 2.3 (•/**•). (28)
the edge error d^ in line-width will reflect the photometric 
error D# according to the sharpness of the line being measured® the
sharpness is given fcgr the sharpness index §, where S ® (dE/dtt)*
Therefore,
da • P/3,
sad d# = 2*3 e/s tr« (29)
m  line-width measurement, the usual sharpness index g is 
about l<f% when evaluated, as in this paper, from inflection 
points which occurred at 6 0 % to 70%  transmittance* The usual | 
is lew, since no sere, no full-scale settings, and no reading errors 
need be taken into account; e eaa be given the tentative value, 0*05* 
If a light indicator line, of about 7 0 % transmittance is used, the 
line-width measurement Is accompanied b ? an edge error of
d# « (2.3)(0.05)/(10"*)(70)
« 0*16 microns, fg£ each edge*
or v » 0*23 microns error*
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A total edge error of 0.23 microns is not damaging, but as 
iaaanyiieious choice of operating conditions could easier sake th* 
edge e r r o r limiting* If, for instance, © war* 0*15$ instead of 
0*05$ transmittance! if the Indicator lino ware too dark, say 20$ 
transmittance! and If the llao being measured wore Tory broad with 
a aery gradual slops, so that g ware 0*50 X XQ***f than the edge error
The time required to obtain individual line-width measurements 
with this eecmtcp-adaptaloa of the I** and N* instrument has compared 
favorably with densitometry* Time ef measurement per line has 
varied from one to five seconds* Densitometrio measurement requires 
at least five seconds per line, even with a very rapid1 operator*
Che adjustment, which is simple and fast, has been required In 
the measurement ef photometric width with the cam-switch device* fhe 
indicator transmittance must be made equal to the transmittance at 
which the earn makes and breaks contact with the telephone leaff this 
can be done in either ef two ways* If the scale sere adjustment Is 
changed, the whole scale shifts, and the transmittance Identity can be 
established* Or If the cam contaet-transaittaaoe is greater than the 
indicator transmittance, then increasing the filament power adjustment 
expands the scale, until the identity is established! this method
would be
*a « (2.3)(0.15)/(0.005)(20),
“ 3.4 aieroa* t o r #aeh adge, or
n o
decreases photometric error by the factor (tr/y), where t£ is the 
transmittance of the indicator, and & is the transmittance of the 
earn contact point® On the other hand, the response time of the 
recorder should net be exceeded, and scale expansion has the 
effect of demanding a shorter response time, if the sane scanning 
speed is used*
In the application of the reversible fringe-counting eorner-cmbe 
interferometer to any similar pen-recording densitometer, cam 
switches could be used, without the necessity of introducing new 
electronic circuits into the existing ones* Speed of line 
measurement edtould be as good with interferons try as with the 
counting system, and the error possibly one-tenth as great* On the 
other haad, except for the cams, all the necessary components of the 
counting adaptation of the L* and N* Instrument, which has been 
described in this study, are commercially available and easily 
installed in a pen recording photometer* Estimation of the photo­
metric precision to be expected from the system which has been 
described and from interferoaetry has been given In detail under 
Comparison Photometric Errors* H I?
DENSrrQMBTRlC HioffCMmi
Deasitemetrie photometry, which baa been thoroughly covered in 
tha literature (1* 29, 46, 48, 49), has been surveyed briafly, In 
preparation for a ©ompariso® of line-width photometry with 
densitometry.
Defjaltlott
There are two methods of densitometry, called specular and 
diffuse. Mffuse densitometry takes account of all tha light trans­
mitted through tha photographic image, vhereng specular densitometry 
is concerned only with light emergent in tha direction of tha incident 
bean* Speetrochemio&l analysis is concerned only with specular 
densitometry, which has bean hereafter referred to only as densito­
metry.
Variables £g Pengitemetrjc, Ihgt^s&g
Many variables affect densitoaetry (29)« ©Hulaions vary in 
thickness and sensitivity from soot to spot m . a given plate or 
section of film, and from plate to plate. The thickness variation is 
lass important than it might seam, because most speotrochemiaal analysis 
is dona with ultraviolet light, and images produced by ultraviolet 



















































































COMPARISON Of THEORETICAL PHOTONKIRIC EHRORS
PfffitlfrWlrtEtt ftotwwter
In the following comparison, the wror to be expected in spectre- 
ehemieal analysis (hereafter* analysis) utilising d*nsltemetrle photo­
metry bee been considered firsts For a given analysis with a given 
llne-pelr (i# 49) f increasing concentration ef the ’’unknown* component 
decreases logari thaieal ly the ability ef trait concentration of the 
component to produce unit blackening is the photographic ©siulsioxu The 
blackening produced can in turn be measured lees and less well, so that 
the accuracy ef measurement also falls off logarithmically*, In this 
study# an expression relating these effects has been developed? errors 
due to the reference line have been neglected, and the reference line
density has been considered constant*
*
The density measurement error for a given constant measurement 
error s in transmittance 3 of the emulsion Is
a leg (l/x) - leg ( 3 / C *  *  e])? 
therefore, D# ® leg (1 1  [e/x])» (30)
The change in density l*r £g) due to a change in concentration 
at a given concentration c, with the light falling on an emulsion 




X># a 2fl©g (1 i $V@]). (31)
tie find a» «qBr«edoB fop <?e« eliminate from equations (30) 
sad (A)t
i*e <i ± CV*3) - &i#r <i♦ £fV«3h
lit*/*) * 1 2  tf(W«)
V* * 8 (?•/*)
?e « (32)
Equation (32) shews that tha smallest absolute array or ehaaga
<Tp i* eoneeatration © which la detectable by densttametyic photo­
metry 1« directly proportional to tha transraittanee array la measure- 
seat aad to the concentration of the emitting element* hat inversely 
proportional to the gawaa of the emulsion and to the transmittance 
of the line#
Hext, an expression has been developed showing how the absolute 
error la concentration can be defined as a function of the lowest 
absolute error obtainable in any analysis using densitometry* Let 
e« signify- the higher concentration* c* the lower (optimal) concentre- 
ties. aadClls &**» the corresponding absolute errors la concentration*
mmmmr  —h«Si
The density increase of the constituent line* resulting from an increase 
In concentration ef the constituent from #$ to ê , is manifested by 
a decrease in transmittance x  through the llnet
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density eheng# produced * density change measured
yieg (•/«,) » leg (zj/x,)
( • t / • » )  ■ x * /* t  (33)
equatien (32) is ezpreseed both for concentration and' 
fer ceeieentratloa e^, with o,>ea, then
$•,/&» - t(V*,)(«/*)3/[(V’*,)(*̂()]
£«tA«a * <«t/«a)(X|/xt) (34)
Lai equation (33) be substituted into equation (34) S
^  «tA«s » Ui/o*)1 **»
«r So, « (•«/«a)1 V « f  (35)
Equation (35) show that, for densitometri© photometry, absolute 
photometric error increases exponentially with concentration, and tb&t 
games, which ranges from one to five, makes u p  a large part of the 
exponent*
The minimum error $  1® equation (35), for th© lower
concentration e2, is attained at the minimal blackening consistent 
with plate response, l«e», at about 7 0 % transmittance* The smallest 
detectable change in transmittance, about 0*1$, defines a minimum for 
at this blaeksning level (70% transmittance)«
Rewrite equation (32) with relevant subscripts*
£**)*!» ® (o/xXe^f), (36)
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Substitute sqmtloB (36) for it into sqnatioa (35)*
(•/x)(e^)(«t/«a)
where the line transmittance for at ia fijead and optimal*
Equation (37) Is the specification for th® maximum absolute 
pfaotometric precision of a densitometries analysis® The precision 
indicated ia theoreticalJ dividing by et and multiplying by 100 
gives the theoretical bast relative precision &a
at the lowest percentage treated by the analysis, for a gamma af two® 
That this relative precision ia never attained is well known®






k similar treatment for line-wldth photometry has boon carried 
out® Tho coast!tuent width method has boon discussed first! the 
matrix width method, second* The similarity of the error functions 
of the two methods has been noted® Further development of error 
functions for line-width photometry has then been presented«
the constituent image width g resulting from the spreading of 
light in the emulsion has been represented by the Scheiner formula 
(44* 76, 95),
w as * + b leg E, (5)
where 4 is the geometrical else of the image (here, the width of the 
slit) am) £ is the spreading factor, so that the constituent line- 
width difference found fer two different exposures to samples o f 
constituent concentrations & and e +S>e is
£ w  ® b log ft® +fe)/o]i
er S'w ** b log £l ♦ <f«/e)3. (39)
The smallest concentration difference measurable by the 
eonstituent width method is therefore
-  iSw/b]£e • e (10 - 1), (40)
where <£w is the smallest reproducibly measurable distance difference 
en a photographic emulsion*
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Ia the matrix width method. In which the constituent line changes 
density, the change la density D* due to a change in concentration
m3*
Sj with the emulsion developed to gamma }£ » is
log (1 ♦ (io/c]). (41)
Ikls density change, divided by the sharpness Index S (where 
3 at d£/du, the density change per micron travel across the edge of 
the Image) ef the measured matrix reference line, gives half the width 
difference £ w  in the matrix line-»vidth corresponding to concentration 
change si
S %r *  2 (42)
Combine equations (41) and (42)«
m 2 (l̂ S) log (1 ♦ |£e/el)« (43)
Therefore,
SV[2*/S]
£» = * (10 - 1). (44)
If the width difference S m  Is taken as the smallest measurable
distance on an emulsion, equation (44) gives the smallest concemtratiem 
change S a measurable by the matrix width method*
The similarity in form ef equations (40) and (44) ia obvious*
To have a general expression, let a quality factor $ be defined for 
application to both the constituent width and matrix width methods, 
as fellowsS for the constituent width method, let
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Q* * S V k J  (45)
sad for the matrix vidih method, let
■ SVC*tf/&J. (46)
the general expression Is then
Se o (10Q - 1). (47)
If the aporexlmatlsn
10* - 1 » 2.3 X,
for nail &  Is applied to equation (47)* then equation (4&) ia the 
results
5e » 2*3 q *# (4S)
The absolute error §et la related to some other absolute error 
Sea la the game analysis, aadthe relation eomes directly either T & m  
equation (47) or equation (4$), as
So, - (a*/**) S'. a» (49)
«r m  i) * & • » / • * ) • (50)
To facilitate comparison, the final expressions for relative and
absolute photometric error for the llne-width and densitemetrie methods 
hare been reviewed m  the next pags^
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Absolut* Errors as functions of concentrations and operating constants 
Uns~VldthS
® 2 m $ Q e (48)
(vhara Q, m £*/&» (45)
<̂1 o S VI* ̂ /s]). (44)
D— alts— try; .£• * (V*)(vfc) *• (**)
Absaluta Xrrors as functions of eoncantration ratio* and othor arrara* 
Lina-Width*
d o , » (« i/o a) « * a  (49)
Dansltsnwtry* x + V ^
So, *  ( e /o * )  S o ,  (35)
olii " (%'*)(lA)(»i/»»)1 * ^ 0, (37)
R ila titv  E rrors! 
Line-WidthJ
Ŝ S|/S| = ^®*Aa 8 constant (50)
Densitometry* X*
nin ** («/*)(lA)(®|/«a) (38)
KslatiTs error, with lime-width photometry, is constant! with 





In the following treatment, by means of the expressions developed 
in the preceding sections, line-width and densitometric photometry, 
me applied under optimum conditions for spectroche®!eal analysis, have 
been compared* For a shorter terminology, let denaltanetric analysis 
designate, hereafter, a speotrochemical analysis utilising densiio- 
metrle photometry; and similarly, iUaaaMfe analyais*
Equation (43) has been taken as representative ef line-width 
analysis, and equation (37) has been taken as representative of 
optimum densitometric analysis* If they are equated, the relationships 
ef the functional constants can be clarified!
Equation (51) expresses that ratio ef concentrations at which 
the error of a densitometric analyses, optimal for c*, is equal to
that of a line-vidth analysis*
In equation (51), let the ratio (cf/cf) be made equal to unity, 
so that the line-width and densitometric analyses are also set equal 
in precision and sensitivity* If the line-width constants are 
separated from the densitometric, we have
bet this be rearranged to give
(fa)
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Q»/2*3 * JT(V») (52)
where Q* « 1/Q, and where | ia constrained to be the maximum 
transmittance available within the region of linear behavior of 
the emulsion*
The condition for equal analytical precision therefore rests 
on the value of g*, the inverse of the XXne-vidih quality factor 
( £  has the property of Increasing with better precision) $ £, the 
ninlma  photometric error in estimation of transmittance, taken as 
0*17, i*e#, p  (0,l)*| in view of the errors in setting aero and 
full Seale as well as in reading; and gamma, ,* the emulsion 
response, usually taken as two* If equality of precision Is 
attainable at any concentration, then, since the densitometric error 
Increases the more rapidly, the line-width method is superior at all 
other concentrations • As mentioned before, such seems to have been 
the ease reported by fiastmond and Williams (20) •
The results of assigning some values to the constants Involved 
in go, of equation (52), have been presented In Table YJ the 
condition that line-width analysis must fulfill, to better densito- 
metric analysis, is that
0»/2*3 3^ X(s/e)«
As can be seen from the figures presented elsewhere in this 
study, the values in Table 7 for jfe, g, and are typical, except for 
b -  2000, for coated emulsions (Fig* 16)« Measurement of distance to 
within 0*1 microns has not yet been demonstrated in line-width
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measurements, *»* the value is net oat of roach of interferometry*
If linc-width could bo measured to within 0*1 microns* then 
practically any emulsion would bo suitable for a constituent width 
Method which would be superior to the densitometric method 
not only in concentration range but also in precision*
The aatrix width method is no more favorable than the densite- 
matrie method in the matter ef concentration range, and the values 
in Table V have shown it to be also less sensitive than the 
constituent width method*
For the present limit of about one micron in distance measure­
ment, only the fluorescent-surface emulsion comes close to matching 
the analytical precision ef the densitometric method, and working 
with these coated emulsions is troublesome and unsulted to routine 
application* The emulsions also exhibit an uneven fog which has 
the effect ef sloppy and uneven processing In densitometry, or of 
distortion in line-width photometry*
Up to this paint, the comparison of the densitometric and line- 
width methods has been aimed at defining conditions under which the 
two would be theoretically equal In precision* Substitution of actual 
data from this study into equation (4$) has yielded a precision 
which is interesting and more nearly attainable than the similar 
precision found earlier for densitometry*
With the adapted Leeds and Horihrup mlcrophetometer, a line-width 
has been measured to within 1*12 microns in less than five seconds* 
From Fig* 14, for a X-L emulsion at 2800 k , a spreading factor of 





















eentially only ia the system of photometry. The unusually good
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result# were achieve* not only by improved photometry* but alee by 
homogeneous and well analyse* standard*, and by excellent excitation 
conditions (32) which were found only after quite a search*
Actual Comparison
Theoretical errors have been compared with actual errors, in the 
following section* with the help of an unusually precise and 
thoroughly studied analysis by Vincent and Sawyer (90)* They 
repeatedly analysed a set of steel bars drawn from a thicker steel 
bar of composition certified by the Bureau of Standards, and treated 
the results (for percentage Cr) statistically* Truth was taken as 
0*977$ Cr, and a total uncertainty (or error) ef 0.98$ of content 
was found for the analysis* This uncertainty was broken down into 
the various contributing factors (although that these did not add up 
to give the total uncertainty should be remembered)* The plate 
grain contributed 0*56$ ef content to the relative uncertainty and 
the mierephotoeeter, 0.38$ of contentJ these were the errors 
pertinent to this study*
»
The absolute photometry-based error from plate grain was 0.0055$, 
from the aicrepbotemeter, 0*0035$ (i*e«, 0*977 X 0*0036)* 
Theoretically, the following error would have been expected, by 
equation (32)*




Lat the assumption be mad® that the analytic schema could have 
been UMd far lover percentages of Or, and that 0.9771S Cr vaa at about 
the middle of the range, then the error for the bottom of the range 
can be calculated* With this assumption, (ê /e*) *- I.*?; from 
equation (35),
r- 1
*•» ■ <•/•») «•»» (35)
£•, • (0.0055* )/(l. 5) s
« 0*0016# from plate grain}
Set - (0.003550/(1.5)*
» 0*0010# from the mierophetemeter*
these figures represent the actual minimum photometric error 
possible for this analysis* Calculated directly from equation (32), 
for £ = 0*67# (i*e*, the bottom of the concentration range of the 
analysis), the error would be
£« « (0.027/70) (0.67/2)
« 0.000135?.
In taoh ease, the theoretical error has been lower than the 
actual error by a factor of about ten* Xf the measurement error for 
the internal standard line had been included in the calculation of the 
theoretical error, the error £ would have been roughly |/1Ttimes as 
large, and j£e correspondingly larger* The faster of discrepancy 
between theory and practice would then have been about five* Eren in
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this tightly controlled and idealised analysis (39)» the aotual 
photometric error exceeded the predicted photometric error by & 
factor of about fire* « »
COMPARISON OF REPORTED ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Those line-width analyse* which have bee* duplicated by 
densitometric analyse* have shown superior or at least equal 
precision.
Htmt and Timaa (35) reported a comparative study* Their 
conclusion was that line-width analysis offers about the sane 
precision as densitometris (see the last paragraph of the &tMMfiRY 
ef this paper) % the experimental data shows unusually high errors, 
and so no comparison of the two methods is really available f r o m  
their paper, because the error of photometry must have been 
snail relative to the other errors*
Coheur (9), the first investigator to perform both types ef 
analysis on the same sample, reported' l a3 1 % relative error for 
line-width analysis versus 3*10# for densitometric f Coheur concluded 
that the better precision was a result of freedom from those 
processing factors affecting gamma*
festmond and Williams (20) were forced to use a line of very 
short wavelength, 213? A, in an analysis for sine* An emulsion, 
sensitised by a fluorescent coating, was used to improve sensitivity, 
but the observed low gamma cause the spectrographers to try line-width 
photometry* The results of the densitometric and line-width analyses 
were compared* By chance of circumstance, the analysis apparently
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conformed to the condition* developed earlier In this paper In 
equation* (31) end (33)* The precision of hath method* was equal 
for the lowest percentage analysed, and the line-width method was 
better for all ethers*
Bo attempt was made in this study to present an analysis 
illustrative of the applicability of line-width photometry to spectre- 
ehomieal analysis; indeed, this was avoided* A plot of line-width 
values Versus corresponding values of constituent concentrations 
could only have aisled the reader who would tend to judge the line- 
width technique by the analytical results shown in the plot*
If the analysis had been characterised by low precision, the 
reader would have been wrongly biased against line-width photometry*
If the analysis had been precise enough to reveal the effects and 
errors of photometry, the analytical vorking-eurve would have been 
a reflection of the imperfections in the worm drive of the microphoto­
meter* The resulting odd appearance of the working curve, which has 
been consented on under '•Measurement of Line-Width, " would again have 
given the reader an erroneous impression of the usefulness of 
line-width photometry*
A statistical treatment of analytical results of an illustrative 
analysis, in the manner of Vincent and Sawyer (90), was considered 
outside the scope of this study* The practically unlimited con­
centration range (21) of the line-width method would not have been 
illustrated in such a statistical treatment, and yet the wide 
concentration range of line-width photometry is of prime Importance*
sm m r
A review ef the literature relevant to the history, nature, and 
variables of line-width photometry has been presented* Line-width 
photometry hae beam reported not only to be free of aereral experi­
mental difficulties in speetrochemleal analysis, but also to hare 
yielded results which were more precise than those from its 
competitor, densitemetrle analysis* The basis of these reports has 
been examined in detail from several points of view*
The basic constants In line-width photometry are spreading factor, 
sharpness index, and emulsion response* The last Is known* The first 
two have been measured for most of the spectroscopic emulsions, In 
this study* The coarser-grained emulsions (1, II, 3 k  2) have been 
found to be the more favorable for line-width photometry*
Independence of line-width photometry from variations of response 
of the photographic emulsion has been explained and qualified by 
derivations*
Equations permitting the evaluation of absolute and relative 
precision of densitometric photometry and of the two Important types 
of line-width photometry have been developed* Densitometry has been 
shown to be theoretically more precise than line-width methods, at 
least with presently available techniques of measurement ef line-
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vidthj but the literature ef speetrochemi eal analysis Mae shown that 
the conditions necessary for attainment of the theoretical precision 
ef densitometry are practically impossible to fulfill*
Line-width photometry has not only a more favorable experimental 
position than densitometry for yielding results of improved precision, 
bat the advantage is further enhanced by the exceptionally wide 
eeneemtratien range of one of the two methods of the line-width 
technique*
by this study, the experimental use ef line-width photometry has 
been brought to the point where routine application is possible* 
that line-width measurement should actually be simpler and faster 
than densitometry has been pointed out. the experimental technique 
devised and used in this study has permitted the measurement of a 
line-width In five seconds or less, with a standard deviation of 
erne and one-tenth ad crons* Measurements for quantitative speetre- 
ehemical analysis have been shown to require no calibration of the 
photometric seals, as is necessary with densitometry*
A survey of the possible methods of rapid and precise measurement 
ef line-width has indicated that the recent development of the 
reversible fringe-counting eorner-cube interferometer may be valuable 
In the future expansion of line-width methods*
The main sources of error in the more precise speotreohemleal 
analyses are the lack of absolute standards, the lack of reproduci­
bility in emission of light from the sample, and photometry)* sample 
iBhomogenelty and variations in preparation ef the sample for 
excitation are two other common sources of error* Error in photometric
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procedures is therefore only one ef a number ef errors in 
spectrochemical analysis*
One value of thorough discussion of photometric errorp as in 
this study, has been to show that spectrochemieal analysis can 
exhibit a relative precision ef 0*lj£ to 0.5& without being limited 
by the theoretical errors ef photographic photometry® Apparently, 
the practical limitations to the attainment of the theoretical 
precision of photographic photometry have been shown in theory in 
this study and in statements in the literature to be much lees 
restrictive in the case of line-width photometry than in the ease 
ef densitometrie photometry*
The theoretical considerations in this study have indicated 
that in those speetrochemieal analyses having relative errors greater 
than about 3%, either line-width or densitometrie photometry can be 
used with equal overall precision of analytical results® Since 
the constituent width method of line-width photometry permits much 
greater concentration ranges to be utilised, line-width photometry 
appears to have definite advantages over densitometric photometry*
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APPENDIX X 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AN!) DATA 
la this appendix, a convenient reference has been provided 
to expedite any future reproduction of the experimental work 
described la the thesis and to present in tables the data on 
which Figs. 3 through U  were baaed.
SsgsdaBsSel Wftpaw
The experimental work in this study was conducted with two 
objectives in minds 1) to gather data on spreading faetor and 
sharpness index as exhibited by the common spectroscopic emulsions, 
and 2) to devise and implement a much faster, more precise, and mere 
convenient method of measuring line-width than was available at the 
start of the study.
Spreading Factor and Sharpness Index
Data on spreading factor and sharpness Index have been lacking 
in the literature. Such data are necessary for the evaluation of 
suitability of emulsions for line-width work? for the evaluation 
of constants in theoretical expressions, developed in this study, 
which describe photometric precision; and for the description of 
emulsion response to different exposure levels.
All data presented refer to emulsion response to light from the 
wavelength range 2750-2900 A. In this range of wavelengths, many of
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the most used lines of spectrography occur* Pew lines of wavelengths 
below 2700 A are used much or frequently for quantitative analysis* 
Since longer wavelengths produce higher spreading factors and lower 
sharpness indices in emulsion®, both of which are favorable for the 
precision of line-width photometry, the data from the 2300 A region 
are conservative with respect to the general practice of spectro- 
chemieal analysis by line-width photometry*
The methods used in exposure and processing have been presented 
under This Study* pages 13 through 15* In Tables VI through VIII 
have been presented the numerical data described by the curves 
in Figs* 3 through 11*
MMurement of Llne-Wldth
The prohltn of devising a much quicker, more precise, and more 
convenient method of measuring line-width involved recognition of the 
neeessary characteristics of the desired measuring device as well as 
the actual instrumentation*
presentation of the desired characteristics of an instrument for 
measuring line-width, and the available methods of measuring small 
distances, has been made under q̂aqaia»mgfit of MSfeS&fiU on pages 
77 through 34*
The adaptation of the Leeds and Northnsp Recording Mlcrophotometer 
has been described in the same section, on pages 35 through 93* 
Evaluation of the precision of this Instrument as a means of measuring 
line-width has been described on pages 93 through 100* The experimental 
use of the adaptation has been presented on pages 96, 100, and 102*
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TABLE VI







Bat* Lin*- Snraadlne Factor in Microns
Width in Big* Transnittanc*
Mierona 87.5? 62.5? 37.53* 12.5?
70.0 65.9 45.7 48.9
48.7 46.3 58.7
144.5 286.2 160.4 91.3 62.681.7 110.9 56.1 46.3 83.5
47.4 212.5 77.7
1-02.4 184.5 86.1 54.8 40.473.2 64.6 42.3 37.1 66.537.7 52*8
31.0 80.8
689. 349. 191. 105.
63.8 67.8 50.8 65.2
45.7 35.8 67.8
53.7 52.2 43.0 44.9 84.1
26.3 70.4
35.7 49.5 83.4
35.1 63.2 103.872.2 82.8 50.8 40.4 33.287.8 149.2 65.4 64.5 51.5
61.9 71.7 42.3 37.8 34.5
54.3 30.6 40.3 41.7 54.721.2 105.0
20.8 88.0
63.8 49.5 33.9 28.7 28.0
55.5 26.7 28.7 33.3 36.575.8 91.3 57.9 46.9 44.3
53.7 37.8 39.2 39.2
50.3 52.8 46.3 83.4
113.2 270.5 122.5 82.2 49.590.2 135.6 72.3 54.7 37.8
66.0 74.8 57.9 50.8 58.7
95.7 189.5 96.4 69.1 44.3










8 SA 2 Fri m
Baa# Line- Spreading Factor In Microns 
Width in Edge Transmittance
morons 87.5# 62.5# 37.5# 1 2 . 5 %
12*7 74*2
47*2 43.7 36.5 38.4
54*7 46*8 39.1 35.9 41.0
231/ 582. 356* 286* 236.
57.8 42.3 35*8 37.1 44*3




47.8 44*3 65.8 38*4 39.7
49.4 34.5 33.9 33.2 4D.356.3 59.8 45.6 41.7 37.8
463. 942. 773. 633. 389.
54.3 37.1 39.1 34.5 35.812.1 69.1
13.3 52.216.0 51.439.8 56.0 41.7 41.7 60*6
SL.3 65.2 40*4 37.8 32.5
64.3 101. 78.8 71.0 65.2
177. 325. 244. 204. 157.
82. 114. 102. 111.
151. 147. 122* 107. 100.148. 89. 71. 85. 82.238. 65* 51. 47. 53.220. 129. 109. 109. 102.
135. 129. 122, 125. 116.
201. 138. 140* 138. 131.
226. 136. 129. 122. 120.
260. 202. 136* 127. 143.
31. 198*
262* 100. 98. 87* 89.
344. 194. 114. 84* 82,376. 394. 185. 111. 109.
142. 198. 200.63. 222.
162. 163. 163. 254.
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graph math i» Bilge Transmittance
Used Microns 87.5$ 62.5# 37.5# 12.5#
Prisa 124. 204. 122* 129.
45. 538.90# 140. 216.
222# 169# 176. 238.
59* 149.101* 156* 158. 187.
139. 233. 156. 145.268. 490. 388. 332. 209..
Prlsa 124* 69. 69. 69. 58.138. 127. 100. 91. 114.180. 120. 102. Ill* 123.
43. 116.
87. 136# 122. 118.
60. 105. 147.35. 11.
75. 109. 91. 88.
49. 104.231. 109. 98# 98. 111.
279. 194. 136. 125. 116.
Prlsa 258. 250. 209. 192. 222.382.' 1275. 810. 505® <cOo«
206. 185. Ill. 98. 74.126* 156. 120# 125*
511. 1001# 470. 592. 254.81. 205. 136.
39. 174.63* 143.
226* 118* 189. 216. 80.
160. 276. 192.
675. 2290. 1375. 712. 218.
84. 180.
APPENDIX II
YHE application op line-width photometry to quantitative
SPECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS
th# object of the presentation of this appendix has been to 
provide the reader with a detailed guide to the application of 
line-width photometry in spectroehemical analysis*
gaapls PrwraUon: fla&lg
Since spectroehemical analysis with line-width photometry 
differs free that with denslteiaetrlo photometry only in the means of 
measuring emitted light, there is no difference between the two 
methods either in sample preparation or in sample excitation*
Selection of the Bdlston
Coarser rather than finer grained emulsions should be used*
Such emulsions are I, II, and SA 2 (sea p* 49)•
Selection £f Analytical Wavelengths
No wavelength region usually used for spectroehemical analysis 
is unsuitable for line-width photometry* Other considerations equal, 
the longer wavelengths cause emulsions to exhibit somewhat higher 
spreading factors and lower sharpness indices, both of which 





The object in densitemetrlc photometry Is to pick & pair of 
lino# (one matrix line, one constituent line) which are as nearly 
•e possible identical in intensity and in wavelength* This procedure 
tends to alleviate the Inevitable fluctuations in gamma which occur 
in practice, and to lessen the dependence ef analytical results on 
accurate and consistent calibration of the emulsion*
Line-Vidth Photometry
The definition of photometric width (Fig. 1) has shown that the 
two lines ef the analytical pair are not identical In intensity, 
^nations (10) and (13) have shown that the Inevitable fluctuations 
ef gaana which occur because of changes in the emulsion or because 
ef variations in processing are ef no importance in line-width 
photometry. Selection of a line pair, the members of which differ 
quite a bit in wavelength, is less likely to give trouble in line- 
width photometry than In densitometrio photometry.
The general exposure level of the complete spectrum should be 
kept so low that the spectrum background does not exceed the 
threshold of the emulsion* Small variations in exposure level are 
easily tolerated in line-width photometry, since the photometric 
width principle tends to cancel oftt such variations in exposure.
Line-Vidth fhetoaetry; The Matrix Width Method
the eoneept of matrix width has been Illustrated in Fig. 2. 
the constituent line is the lighter of the two lines of the 
analytical line pair. Both the constituent line and the matrix line
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should be member* ©f an homologous pair, a* is usual good practice 
in spectrography (31p 49).
Equations (46) and (48) have shown that the matrix line should 
he as large as possible* The figures on sharpness index hare shown 
that the larger lines tend to display lower sharpness indices, and 
the equation* cited have stated that a low sharpness Index is 
favorable to precision of results in the matrix width method*
The matrix width method is as limited in concentration range 
as the densi tome trie method, and therefore should be used only 
for quantitative analysis of traces* In other words, the constituent 
line should be one of the most sensitive lines of the constituent* 
When any line of the constituent is fairly heavy, so that it is 
characterised by a large spreading factor, the constituent width 
method should be used in preference to the matrix width method*
Line-Vidth FhotomatryJ The Constituent Width Method
The concept ©f constituent width has been illustrated in 
Fig* 3* The matrix line is the lighter of the two lines of the 
analytical line pair, which should be homologous*
Certain ef the considerations of densitometrie photometry, as 
given in equation (32), apply to the selection of the matrix line* 
Measurement of matrix width requires measurement of the density of the 
matrix line, although no record of this measurement is made, nor is 
the calibration of the photometer in terms of 0$ and 100$ trans­
mittance necessary* Equation (32) has shown that the most accurate 
measurement of optical density can be made on the lightest line*
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Since the line must reflect change# in exposure conditions, the 
Matrix line must he dene# enough te lie on the linear part of the 
HUrter-Briffield curve* To summarises the matrix line selected’ for 
use in the constituent width method should have a transmittance 
of about TOg,
Since a maximum but no minimum exposure is specified in 
line-width photometry, exposure conditions may be adjusted when 
the analysis is set up te reduce the matrix line in density to the 
desired transmittance value of 7 Q%*
The constituent line selected for use in the constituent 
width method should be the heaviest (the most Intense) line 
available* The figures cm spreading factor have shown the heavier 
lines to exhibit larger spreading factors, and equations (45) and
(46) have shown that large spreading factors are favorable te 
precision of analytical results in the constituent width method*
A practically unlimited range of concentrations is coverable 
with the constituent vidth method, and so the constituent width 
method is preferable to the matrix width method except fo^ the 
quantitative analysis of traces of constituents*
Proceaglag £&*
Morsel care should be takeniin processing the emulsion, since 
distortion is to be avoided* Dirt-free processing baths and drying 
air are necessary* Forced drying should not be used* Developers 
i&ieh do not produce distortion should be used (Kodak D-Xl, D-19)«
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o t tefeaatfet
Reference to Flgm 1* 2# and 3 convinces the reader that the 
photometric width principle# which is need in both the constituent 
width and matrix width methods# does not require any establishment 
of photometric scale* That is# there is no need to set the 
photometer for 0 %  transmittance and for XOC$ transmittance before 
line-width measurements can be made* This Is one way that line- 
width measurements afford both simpler and more precise measure­
ments to the spectrographer# since the trouble and errors of setting 
the photometrie scale are eliminated*
In the measurement of photometric width# the analyst merely 
uses the density of the indicator line (Fig* 1) to indicate the 
density definition of the edge of the line to be measured* The 
photometric seals itself is not Involved at all*
in actual technique of measuring line-vidths has been 
described en pages 102 and 103* rig. 22 has presented one scheme 
for adaptation of a recording alerophotometer to the measurement 
of line-width* Other schemes are of course feasible*
Calibration of the Bwilslpn
Siulsion calibration and analytical working curves are identical 
in line-width analysis* The analyst merely records and plots 
line-vidths versus the logarithms of the corresponding constituent 
concentrations in the standards used to set up the analysis? the 
plot is the calibration of the emulsion and also the analytical 
working curve*
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S»£ of Calibration Curve
Cbee having plotted the result* of the analyses of standard 
•ample*, ■toe analyst can find the concentrations of constituents of 
subsequent samples by noting the concentrations corresponding 
to measured llne-widths*
Since the absolute constancy of the calibration curve implies 
the absolute reproducibility of emulsions on different plates, 
good practice dictates the running of standards along with unknowns* 
Corrections indicated by the standards are then applied to the 
values ef constituent concentrations found for the samples* Such 
a practice ef running standards is common to all spectrography 
and is not peculiar to line-width analysis*
Interpretation of Analytical R*wlt*
If any means other than interferometry have been used to 
obtain photometric widths, the errors of the carriage advance 
mechanism will have been included in the total error* If the 
total error is very small, toe working curve may reflect the errors 
of the mechanism and have a jagged appearance* Such a jagged 
curve should not be smoothed*
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